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MUSICAL PITCH

and the

MEASUREMENT OF INTERVALS AMONG THE ANCIENT GREEKS.

0O0

The material available for reconstructing the music of

antiquity is unfortunately very meagre. For the study of

ancient sculpture, architecture, poetry, and painting (using

the word in its broadest sense) the modern world has only to turn

to the existing monuments of ancient activity in each of

these fine arts. The fullest appreciation of the art of any

former age can only be gained by the contemplation of actual

artistic creations left by the artists themselves. How little

of ancient sculpture or architecture should be known, if our

knowledge were derived solely from the works of contemporaneous

writers, however excellent! The study of ancient music, al-

though we are not so badly off in it as we should be in sculp-

ture or architecture in sue h a case, is at present in a condi-

tion which resembles in a measure such a state of affairs.

Suppose all architectural remains of the Greek race were utter-

ly lost, but that ancient critics had left us not only descrip-

tive matter, but actual plans of temples, dwellings, and so





forth. In proportion as these plans were perfect, we should

be in a position at any moment to construct more or less accu-

rate representations of these ancient buildings or even to

make a life-size restoration. In such a case ancient archi-

tecture would be in a condition, so far as our appreciation

of it is concerned, analogous to that in which ancient music

now finds itself. We have admirable theoretical treatises

and we have also a few incomplete plans and specifications;

for what is a musical score but a drawing or a ground plan of

the musical structure? To reproduce it, all that is needed

is a knowledge of the symbols employed in the specifications

and the means to interpret them according to the conventions

there used.

It will thus be seen that Music differs from the great

space-arts in the transitory nature of its material, sound,

and in the consequent necessity for fresh representations

whenever it is desired actually to realize any of its creation*.

Poetry, the fifth of the five greater Fine Arts, although

it is classed with Music as a time art, is in a vastly better

position than Music for perpetuating its productions. To

take the case of Greek Poetry, we are able to lay down with

no little confidence rules for the correct pronunciation of
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the words and for the correct scansion of the metre. But

even if by some supernatural means we should learn that all

our suppositions on these points are utterly wrong, we should

still possess trie major part of what constitutes Poetry, the

thought, which is imperishable. The written word is in Poe-

try not a bad substitute for the spoken word, whether centu-

ries or only hours have passed since it was written. And

when, as is probably the case, all the essential features of

the pronunciation are in our possession, there is nothing

lacking which is actually indispensable to our enjoyment.

But with Music there is no other element, besides the sounds

themselves, which has any claim to the name of music at all.

While rhythm is perhaps, after the sounds, the most important

constituent, rhythm alone is not music.

The problem presented to the modern musical antiquarian

is how to reconstruct the sounds of ancient music from the

data furnished by the ancients.

For the solution of the question in any given case, as,

for instance, in the case of the Delphian Hymn to Apollo, it

is necessary to determine some lour elements, the melody, the

harmony ( in modern sense ) , if there be any, the time or

rhythm, and the instrumentat ion, including under this term
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all that concerns the timbre or quality of the sounds, and

their force or the modulations of loud and soft.

In the case of the Hymn mentioned, as for the instrument,

are know that the music was sung. The determination of the

pronunciation may be referred to other studies. Howsoever

settled, the question would not materially affect the music

proper. The right degrees o; loudness and softness and the

quality or color of the voices may safely be left to our own

judgment. As to harmony ( in the technical sense ) among

the voices, we knov; that there was none; that which certainly

existed between the voices and the .cco!iip';nying instruments,

andQ) the quality of the tones of the instruments, are lost

to us. The rhythm is preserved in the words to which the mus-

ic was sung. The rest of what makes up ti:e time, namely, the

spe-d with which the ode should be played, is of minor impor-

tance. There remains for determination, the melody or the

tune itself.

In like manner the few other pieces of ancient music

would have to have these various elements determined in some

way or another.

But in all of them the most important and the most dif-

ficult determination is undoiibtedly that of the melody.





In seeking to find equivalents for the written symbols

by which any music is expressed the first step must be to

discover the order or succession of the notes in the matter

of acuteness and graveness of pitch, and the next must be t o

ascertain the exact distances at which the notes stand with

reference to one another.

The invaluable work of Alypius enables us to lay down

with certainty the order of the notes in the Greek notation.

By means of this information alone we could plot a curve of

any melody, such that every rise and fall in pitch was rep-

resented, and only the amount of this motion would remain un-

determined. All the measurements are wanting and the out-

line is seen in a distorted perspective. The second step

supplies this deficiency. We ascertain for each note the

distance or interval at which it stands from its neighbors.

This done, we are in possession of all the knowledge requisite

to reproduce the notes of any notation. Our ability to trans-

late the notation correctly into modern notation and our abil-

ity to reproduce the sounds vocally or inst mmentally , will,

of course, depend for the most part on the similarity of the

music in question with modern music.
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The present dissertation concerns itself with this second

step and is an attempt to show to what extent our knowledge

of the absolute width of musical intervals in general among

the Greeks is based on firm foundations. The extant frag-

ments of ancient music themselves and the notations in which

they are written are not discussed. It is not sought to

find modern equivalents for the actual notes nor for the in-

tervals occurring in any of the ancient scales or systems. The

subject is the measurement of intervals abstractly considered,

irrespective of their place in the scale, and irrespective

of their function in actual representation. Pitch is conse-

quently considered not as a quality but as a quantity. It is

not the position of notes on the scale of absolute acuteness

and graveness , nor is it their relative positions as members

of a collection or series of which we treat, but only their

mutual relation as to interval apart from position and func-

tion. Therefore no discussion is made of the absolute

width of the Greek musical scale as it varied from time to

time with the advance of music to an independent place among

the arts, nor of the absolute pitch of Greek notes; nor are

the various scales touched on except in so far as they throw
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light on the width of certain intervals.

The ancient explanation of sound as a physical phenome-

non, however insufficient from a modern point of view, is ac-

curate enough in general for musical purposes. The important

part played by the air either as the cause of sound, or as the

medium of its transmission to our ears, seems to have been

generally recognized. Aristotle knew that air suffered con-

densation ana rarefaction in the production of sound., if this

is his meaning when he says that sound is not caused by the

air taking on itself a shape or form, as some hold, but by

its being moved through contraction and stretching.

Aristotle, De Audib . p. 800, a. 1. 1, Ed. Bekker.

r .< $ c e y " » < % » ' * J ' r a t
' " » - ' » f < -yt

t '' ' / > IS
/





The last sentence seems to imply an actual transference

of the air itself. So do the mrords: c i \p <* T0t t ,

v r. < rt/5 ,. A lf /M f *jj t-r?- A f<
< <S ^

cii-',
(f

r-
j

c , ,^ "'v*'^- % u<; *?• 801, a, 1.24),

Again in discussing the effect of speaking through tubes, Ar-

istotle says ( p. 801, a, 29 ) /< < o v , , S<j /;- „ /• V f ^ v /

The view that sound is a formation of the air is found in

the Problems in the section fky < t'^»>,\t. Problems XI 23

u x, /

^'5 ,i ^ ^ , <-,
y
-

.





Rut the other definition is also found

XI 35 ,'

(
j r

v

>/<'>') ' " '] ° < (
, r ' <- t .

Compare too

XI 29 o &* yj^os "* 7/ / « * C < <

t *€-f&\
/;,,V,

xix 35 v ,^
V

/
r--> o V ^y,n ^ ^Moo rr^\ /y y/

-

The following definitions contain the idea of ?. blow on, or

an impulse imparted to the air.

Adrastus in Theo Smyrnaeus De Mus. c. 6, p. 50, Ed. Hiller.

(Quoted also by Rryennius, p. 394, Ed. Wall is.)

Nicomachus, Harmonices Manual e, p. 7 Meib.

/<

totems .

Plutarch, Gonviviales Disputationes VIII, iii, p. 975
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( , < c -> <- o» - 7 i
m

' ^ c
' ~-if

Plutarch, de Placitis Philosophorum ( where a number of defi-

nitions are collected.)

IV. XiX. H *r

J
v $cjnr^

f
902 B. fol.

/I A I 7 UJ V ? H » ^ r- . , ^i O/ /r r- r- v ,_
( ^p^^

r- \ - ^ < \ > / ( ' '' X ' '

7 / ^ A' '
' ft c <*" r / ' S '' ' ^ '" '"*

'

*
' * f <y * ( - </

\ ^ / r r

C V «-t O^.

' / -) * /

> s >*
-

fr* i ro< { f=< 7~2, ^ <p<~ ^ -i,
^

Of>aL* ' c~~y* <=*< <^*- .





t* o-c^, .< *~0%^. & C jo/* i-wu ye/ *"
, ^ A> < ^ «

X
</"*^>?'" =<

\ y \ / S \ > , x V ' 1

f 6 -r, c i I { ev o< <~- f < A -* «- riv^.X< ^Vi/f^ ^ A^a- ~ *^ TC / * »-

Claudius Ptolemy's definition is as follows:

Harmonics I. iii. p. 6, Ed. Wall is'.

y>opo^ s< a c r<rr<, ro r ^ T^S r?Ai,yc*£ ^ rr , < > *, <r

^ a: > «* 5 -

Cp. Harm. I. i. p. 1, \L> *> <x> ^ ef<- rr v <£ * r Jv <-j ^ » , a,

See too Bryennius I. Sect. iv. p. 377, Ed. Wallis.

Aristides Quintilianus , De Musica, p. 7, 1. 7, Ed. Meib;

/ ,
» ~ ~ I ^

1

<n t-> r o
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Sounds differ from one another in a number of ways. To

mention a few of these, a sound may differ from another in

loudness, in duration, in timbre or quality, or in pitch.

In order to define a sound completely, it would be necessary

Jcify a great number of particulars. It -vould be neces-

sary to state whether it was articulate or inarticulate , com-

pound or simple, both in respect of its complexity at any

riven time, and in respect of its variability from time to

time during its existence, whether it was musical or unmusical,

and, if it has that quality known as pitch, it would be nec-

essary to give the degree of pitch, or degrees of pitch, if

more than one. If the sound occurred in a piece of music, it

would be necessary to give a number of additional data, such

as its relative duration, comparing it with the context, its

position in the bar, its quality or timbre and its intensity

or force. If the sound were articulate ( and it might be ar-

ticulate in addition to being musical ) it would involve an

analysis into its phonetic elements, and a statement of the

loudness or softness and of the pitch at which it is spoken

or sung.

For a complete analysis and classification of sounds, it
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would be necessary to find an answer to the question, What is

the most, elementary sound imaginable? or at least to select

provisionally sounds of such a nature that they cannot readily

be separated into parts. For speech the elements have been

analyzed from early times. They are the vowels and consonants-

This must have he^n clone simultaneously with the origin of

writing by moans of letters - that is, when writing ceased to

be ideographic. In the case of Music, there is no difficulty

in making a time analysis of the elements. The notes them-

selves correspond to the letters of a word, and the kind of

sound is indicated more or less perfectly according to the no-

tation. The quality of pitch is, of course, indicated as

accurately as is practicable. Other- qualities are indicated

by marks and words. The analysis of sounds into coexisting

elements is a different matter, and has been solved only in

this century by the discovery of Helmholtz that the quality or

timbre of a note is the result of compounding 'pure tones' ac-

cording to certain principles.

But, however successful the scientific attempt to find the

elements of sounds may be, each science whose material is

sound, as musical science, phonetics, metrical science, will

make its own classification of sounds for its own sphere.
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For Phonetics, the distinction between articulate and in-

articulate sounds is of the first importance. For Music the

distinction between musical and unmusical sounds is naturally

of equal importance for the subject, and it is usual in books

on musical theory to start with this distinction.

What is meant by musical and unmusical ( or non-musical)?

If by 'musical* we mean 'used in music,' the distinction only

involves an enumeration of the sounds so used. If not, we

must find out what it is that makes a sound musical. What is

the basis for the classification? Unfortunately, if we make

an examination of the definitions of the 'musical sound', we

shall find that the basis is not always the same. Without a

clear statement of the principle on which this classification

is made, we run the risk of propounding the truism alluded to,

that musical sounds are sounds that are musical.

The distinction between musical and non-musical sounds in

its main features is readily grasped. jt is the difference

between the speaking voice and the singing voice, between the

howling of the wind and the notes of a flute. In extreme

cases there will be no difficulty in classifying a sound un-

der one or the other of these categories. In intermediate

cases it will sometimes be difficult to decide whether a





^iven sound has more the character of a musical note or that

noise. A sound may be partly musical and partly unmus-

ical, and yet, the parts may be intimately connoted, or even

inseparable in thought.

in passing from sounds which are pueely musical

through all decrees to soiinds which are purely noisy, it will

be noticed that there is a gradual disappearance of a certain

element. This element is pitch, and on it in the last analy-

sis rest, ell the various manners of distinguishing musical

sounds from non-musical sounds. All musical sounds, in

fact, nearly all the sounds used in music of whatever nature

(the few exceptions are famished by instruments, like cym-

bals, castanets, etc., which are used chiefly for rhythmic ef-

fects), are characterized by the presence of this quality of

pitch. We might make the first grand division of sounds de-

pend on the presence or absence of this property.. To be

sure this would no' 3 an infallible test for determining

musical sounds, nor could we draw a hard and last line, owing

to the fact that pitch may be present in varying quantities.

at least we could separate sounds in which, it is impossi-

ble to recognize any trace of pitch from those in which it is
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present to some extent. After that the steadiness or- un-

steadiness or pitch would furnish a means of making a subdi-

vision which would correspond to the distinction between mus-

ical and unmusical sounds as it, is often drawn. For example,

these sounds are defined in Sedley Taylor's Sight Singing

from the Established Notation in the words, §5, "A musical sound

is one of c onstan t , a non-musical sound one of varying, pitch?

(Of. Sec. 3, and his Sound and Music Sec. 23.) But this cias-

sifi cation, on the one hand, excludes from the category of

musical sounds that union of two notes executed on the violin

or related instrument or sung by the voice, known as porta-

mento, and, on the other, admits sounds such as those of bad-

ly made bells, in which the pitch, such as it is, may remain

constant and steady.

This leads one to another principle which might be used

for a subdivision of pitch-sounds . The first was the behav-

ior of pitch from moment to moment, its changeability or con-

stancy. The one now suggested is the complexity or simplic-

ity of the arrangement of the various heights or degrees of

pitch which are present at any and every point of time, in

every sound except the theoretically pure tone of science.

If the constituent pitches are arranged ference to some





principle of order, the sound will be musical, and on this

order will depend the quality or timbre oi' the note. On the

other hand, if the arrangement is disorderly, the sound will

be unmusical or a noise. A bell may have been so unsuccess-

fully cast, that, apart, from the variation so noticeable from

time to time, the different parts give forth sounds of differ-

ent and unrelated pitches. The result is a noise. If all

thp keys of a piano which one can cover with the hand are

sounded at once, a noise is produced.

This principle of order, if introduced into the classi-

fication first noticed ( based on the steadiness of the pitch),

would subdivide those sounds whose pitch was unsteady or vary-

ing into two classes, of which the orderly class would embrace

sounds which are admittedly musical, (portamento), but are

often excluded. In this subdivision the orderly variation in

pitch is in the control of the artist ( the violinist or sing-

er). In the class in which the pitch is steady, the orderly

disposition of the constituent pitches ( the overtones) is

furnished by nature, and varies according to the instrument

( and is the cause of the timbre.)

Pitch is that quality wherein the sounds produced by the
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same instrument and possessing the same degree of loudness

differ from one another. Omitting from consideration the

element of time, we may define a musical sound by giving its

loudness, its quality, and its pitch. We may compare these

three manners in which sounds may differ with the three dimen-

sions necessary and sufficient for the definition of a rectan-

gular solid. To express degrees of pitch, pairs of adjec-

tives, are used, as high and low, acute and grave, sharp and

flat, shrill and deep. The majority of sounds ordinarily

heard are complex in possessing a number of different, but

often related, degrees of pitch, but in most, musical sounds

there is one degree which is stronger than the others, and

the pitch of the sound as a whole is taken to be that of this

most prominent element. Since there is no indication that

the quality or timbre of sounds was analyzed in this way by

any of the ancients, we shall not have to do with any but

the nominal pitch of a sound.

The word pitch refers of course to height . The Greek

words for pitch, z <j * a s <i>.<< <*<;/<;
>

are taken from

the idea of stretching or straining. It would be observed

from stringed instruments that variation in the tension of the
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strings produced variation in the pitch. A similar state of

affairs might easily be noticed in the vocrl organs in sing-

ing. Of course the name for pitch might have been taken from

the idea of the size or length of strings and of flutes. So

far as it goes, the fact that to^ij and i jt > i <,

are derived from f( rinj may be taken as evidence that

the earliest stringed instruments had strings of equal size

and length. Increase and relaxation of tension produce

heightening and lowering of the pitch respectively. The

Greek words en . e c*-g~ r <^ and i, \- <- o i «r are

used for these operations. Height in pitch or high pitch is

expressed by o -=rj , lf <_
>

the reverse by /->*<] y c >? $

,

the adjectives a 5 u S an(* /j * / °
5

signifying acute

and grave respectively.

A rigorous definition of pitch does not seem to have been

attempted in the ancient works on musical science. It was

usual to define the term by means of r> ? S r >/
5

and

(b c*C~p L t~ti c
t

or by means of £-$ < T * • '< and ot r <--c~ , c

Either the idea of height and depth in pitch was assumed and

pitch itsel.f was defined as that which is conrnon to these, as

was done by Claudius Ptolemy ( Harmonics, Bk. I., c. iv. p. 8,
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z < y < r K c i y r S 2' y^

Ed. Wall is - Opera Vol. III. -

<5 j <t (--G , <*. y\r y-c t yo
^

e I'm y/ , -o j r//<, 6
t

' < *j r o <

}
K ~ / ^ j- 5y - r~f ro^

/

As 'limit' covers both 'end' ana 'beginning', so r-oVo$

both Je, J t /t <, and fd <. , > r /t ^ •

are Porphyry in his ("lomnentary on Ptolemy's Harmonics -

Ed. Wall is, p. 258: 6 rr< y oj- V • , jj ,^>y ^ , *, r

or,

from the notion of change in pitch, as observed in the tones

of the human voice and elsewhere, the concept of upward and

downward motion was derived, and pitch was defined as the

absence of such change or motion, that is as rest - /w & '• t *.

This is the method employed by Aristoxenus. ~J~ <*-<>*'<> is

defined as i, b » '/, <rr $ fSu^ o •< ^ r, , ^ 7 *t <; <T^'f//r

(Harmonic Bk. I. p. 12, Ed. Meibom. ) Conversely cr < < o , r

( (. (^? c* t/yc ) is defined by the help of t oc <j^ r
<j

-' G£-'
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One of the earliest definitions to be e^tablisned in al-

most every treatise on the theory of music is the definition

of the musical jound.

Aristoxenus set the example in this matter for a number of

followers by preparing the way for this definition with a

/
discussion of what is called nix •• & * c

<f;
(t >r », ^

the mot ion of the voice . He says (p. 3, Meib.)that a de-

scription of the various kinds of * < i ,. o i <, is necessary

in order to define d f- f
J r n S Aristoxenus, Harmon-

ic , I . , p . 3 : pox i tt«? < t o J r c ^ C- h <f' -

\
7

^v { v >, / " <, (/"r«JViJ~^ is that motion by which

one passes from a high note to a lower note, or from a low

note to a higher note. It is, briefly, change of pitch.

The ancients recognized two manners in which the pitch of the

voice might move. Aristoxenus, p. 8, Ed. Meibom:

rvrv*
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It is evident that the passage from one decree or pitch to

another must be made in one of two ways. Either the pitch

of the oound changes suddenly from the initial state to the

final state, so that at no moment does the sound rest at, or

pass through, any intermediate degree of pitch between the

extremes; or the pitch changes gradually in the direction of

the final pitch, that is either upward or downward, and so

passes through every possible intermediate degree, but rests

at none of them. These are the only two ways in which a sound

emanating from one and the same instrument can pass from one

pitch to another. They may be compared respectively to

stepping and gliding. In the one case the intermediate space

is leapt over, in the other it is traversed. Now it might

carelessly be supposed that since pitch is one -dimensional

it would be impossible for a sound to alter its pitch without

passing all intermediate degrees, unless there was an inter-

vening moment of silence. .Although in the actual prodiiction

of such a change on a musical instrument capable of producing

only one sound at a time, such as the voice, it is probably

impossible to make this leap of pitch without a small moment

of silence, it is not theoretically an impossibility as will

be readily admitted when we consider that a new sound at the





new pitch may be started at, any moment immediately before,

it the exact instant of, or immediat ely after the cessation

of th e old pitch.

If now we consider the sequence of sounds emitted by any

instrument and regard only the manner in which change of

pitch takes place, it is plain that the former of the two

manners, which we may call discontinuous, implies for practical

purposes rest at various stages, that is to say, there will be

a period of fixed pitch before and after each leap. We can

of course conceive of a glide taking place immediately after a

step, but such a performance would not be musical in any sense.

The second manner, continuous change, implies nothing as to

periods of ;'ixed or- stationary pitch. The glides may con-

nect what are called notes or musical sounds as they are de-

fined in the treatises ( a musical sound is one ' ;S a con-

stant pitch,) or there may be no such notes, the pitch may never*

become fixed, but may wander up and down at random. Connect-

in'- glides are denoted in music by the term portamento , and are

familiar when the instrument is capable of this change of

pitch. Such are the voice and bowed stringed instruments and

some wind instruments. An example of a iml -ring of

pitch is the howling of the wind in a storm.
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We are now in a position to state accurately the ancient

conception of the two kinds of motion. K «- \ n o i c tru^/C >"?/(

is ( not tli st sort in which the alterations ere continuous,

but only) that, sort in which both the alterations in pitch are

continuous and there are no degrees of fixed pitch. K < > u T> <

Sf'XOr^ '<^< <kh on the other hand, is that method of

moving in which the pitch leaps over intervals ( and so is

called ' interval late '
) ,and then rests at various degrees of

pitch. Aristoxenus is the best authority on the subject.

P. 8, Sec. 26, Ed. !.!eib;

v
v

, ,_ ^ '
>

K V i x k < v <J v- \s "^-7 1- v ^ v c- ^ -) /
" a trr^x-" ~r / v~*

r>v^ ?W * ? (TO -l< Of-^j y rf +>r < ? rj t * L^j *C,\ ,) £ <pr-

l r / '/ ? /
r -»

x"« <* /^ »j flSWV© , <x . a ^* ^ , V^T act. ^ d Vv <?-< »"V <a>^ ^^ /^Y

3 / r-
v > v '
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Lnction of the kinds or motion regarded as

of 30 great importance? It finds no place in modern works or.

the theory of music, unless it is implied in the definitions of

musical and unmusical sounds."

1. Sedley Taylor Sounds and Music p. 48, 2nd Ed.:

"The difference, then, between musical and non-musical

sounds seems to lie in this, that the former are constant

while tire latter are continually varying. The human voice

can produce sounds of both classes. In singing a sustained

note it remains quite steady, neither rising nor falling. Its

conversational tone, on the other hand, is perpetually vary-

ing in height even within a single syllable; directly it ceas-





Tne reason for the great prominence given to this motion must

lie in the relatively greater importance of the voice in

ancient music, due more to the inferiority of the instruments

than to any greater appreciation of the capabilities of the

voice on the part or the ancients. Few at the present day

consciously feel the changes in pitch which accompany the

spoken sentence. The Greeks however were very sensitive to

this element of speech. We have only to point to the fact that

their written accents express this rise and fall of pitch.

The limitations of this movement in point of acuteness and

graveness are given by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in his trea-

tise, De Compisitione Verborum. He says that the compass of

es so to vary, its non-musical character disappears, and it

becomes what is commonly called' sing -song' . Compare the same au-

thor' a Sight Singing from the Established Notation, Macmillan

& Co., Io90, p. 1, Sec. 2. The two kinds of motion of the

voice would then correspond to particular cases of musical and

non-musical sounds - namely, the tones of the human voice when

speaking and singing.
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the human voice is a Fifth:

Dion. Hal. De Comp. Verb. XI:

'/ > / s '—) —

»

/ \ ' '
* ^ > \ 'S

Of course the manner and scope of this variation will be dif-

ferent in different languages. For German , Prof . Helmholtz

gives a range of an octave, affirmative sentences ending with

a fall of a Fourth, and interrogative sentences with a rise

1.
of a Fifth, from the moan pitch. In some languages emphasis

is indicated by a rise in pitch; in others, as Swedish, by

a fall. (See Helmholtz - Ellis - p. 23.)

The passage in Aristoxenus where the two kinds of motion

are identified with the singing and speaking voice runs as

follows

:

p. 9, 1. 20, Ed. Meibom.

-y
^f , /\(f/t<i}X f t is jv c tf~<

1. Sensations of Tone, 2nd English Ed. 1885, by Alexander J.

Ellis, p. 238. As is done in this work, the terms, Octave,
Fifth, Tone, etc., when used as the names of interval s , are

here -ritten with a capital initial letter to prevent ambiguity
<s6
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We iiave seen that the distinction between the two sorts

of motion of which the voice and a few instruments are ca-

pable, namely, the distinction between the continuous and

the discontinuous motions, derivesits importance from the fact

that the melody which accompanies speech was felt to exist

and was compared with the melody of formal music. ft has

also been shown, it is hoped, that when this difference be-

tween the two kinds of motion is analyzed, it turns out to be

really more a difference of steadiness and unsteadiness in

pitch than a difference of motion. In /r/ ii
f
Tir w// y f <;

the pitch is nowhere steady, in AV / '/ ^ ' I a ' * /7 '/"* * e/Cy

it is steady now at this height,now at that. If now we u-

Y
. i

' these two states of pitch, and imagine a sound, first to

resound steadily at any pitch, then to move so that the pitch

is sharpened or flattened continuously, and then again to re-

sound steadily , we have the phenomenon called portamento .

It resembles K- ' »--

f

?~* 5 >
<-'

» £y h <
f in having the

/

le sort of motion, but has in common with a fl ,» ^ v r

a ( <
, //yfA"/Ay the characteristic steadiness of pitch

on one can a true music be based and .. rhich it

would be impossible even to gain an idea of a musical inter-
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val. As to its place in a scheme in which the kind of motion

was considered, it would have to be classed under continuous

motion, modified by p ?r'iods of rests. Aristoxenus did not

overlook this form of pitch -movement hut recognized the fact

of its existence, while dismissing it from consideration.

Aristoxenus, Harmonic Elements, p. 9, Ed. Meib. .

c jc 27.

d S i i -< s < * a^- .
"- r, sc^f ,- j,- t<r i^ Y^f c^ i-^ c^ i ^ -^

7-^«"<^--'7 f^T e-r-c< (7>< r xf^^j^ A-^t try> *>- $

/^ > <fi^o r^j b at ^ fff'*'/' l ' <* ^r < * L/ /r^A^ ie-r-oL r-

?-rw • ©a o> cy
t / v r CA^ ^ r V^ T*

/•els*-, y ^ ^ »
'

?*VJT 9^ «-"»? r /s^^ t= ^,./i^ v^) -I ^j-u^

-

it is not easy to see why the whole of continuous

motion should not be omitted, if any part of it is. Music

proper begins when 1'ixed degrees of pitch are selected for

use in the construction of tunes. "The first fact that
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we meet with in the music of all nations, so far as is yet

known, is that alterations of pitch in melodies take place by

intervals, and not by continuous transitions." (Helmholtz-

Rllis, p. 250.) But we must take the Greek treatment of the

subject as we find it.

Prom the latter half of the passage quoted at p. 27, 1.12

( e v J i- t*f ^(^^ <To-P

y

/ t ^ < )it would seem that porta-

mento was avoided as much as possible in singirg.

Aristides Quintilianus makes a three-fo Id divisi on of

h/,-/^/^ , in which the portamento is provided for.

Arist. Q,uint. Do Mus. p. 7, Ed. Me ib:

)





and geographer. His Harmonics in three books is of equal

importance with the musical works of Aristoxenus and Aristides

Quintilianus . Ptolemy may be considered as the representa-

tive of the more mathematical of the two great rival schools

in musical theory - the Aristoxeneans and the Pythagoreans.

Aristides is classed by Gevaert as an eclectic.

In order to fix the position of musical sounds in rela-

tion to other sounds Ptolemy proceeds in his treatise in the

f o i 1 o wi ng manne r

:

After two preliminary chapters, we come to a chapter on

the nature of pitch, and then to one on sounds and their dif-

ferences. The word for sound in general is V ' V ' ^
>

which \Va2 1is renders by sonitus in his Latin translation.

The chapter is entitled / / ( i ' </ ( r'
} / " ' '

,

A v i y r y > i • ( > ^ r~D" / 5 /\ f cj a -^ ^J >

but </ '
' r y) ' must be wrong, for <p c-«Vf"'r

is technically restricted to the meaning 'musical sound'.

The separation of sounds into two classes according as pitch

is absent or present is implied, unless to be sure pitch is

predicated of all sounds whatsoever. The first classifica-

tion we meet with is that of sounds which have pitch into two
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ips according to the nature of that pitch.

V o u i i he says ( Harmonics I.iv.8,Ed. Wallis ) are

/ j / , r

either < o <- r o y o I ci ^-v c cr-6 -co >a i j ^ o^)c?(

y~<> r f x- ' i .re sounds which are unchangeable in the

matter of pitch;
X'"''/ t ( *--> r > e z~o v cj-i are

/
those which change their pitch. His words are:

/ > s

P*
/" > _ -. •/" -- X

\ , \
,

• r ••> > > •
£>^ i^^/^ - T s I tOc 7-0y *> t ff< f/ £*> < cr-«9 _

s / \ c ) /

A oc a: 7-©- f at «< ?— <*• f c i, rti *^ o ^
}
^ * -^ " ° -

o- x
f

The word here rendered 'pitch', roro^ , Ptolemy

himself hastens to define in the following sentence, quoted

at p . 1 9

:

o y ^V o u £ <* j y\e-/^ "/ * (=-^ o ^ ? o >-o r

/
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This equality and inequality of pitch refers of course

to the possibility of change which any sound may undergo in

> f

the course of its existence. But the terms, <_<r& i~-&\ c <-

and X y < cr~ * r-^ ^ * <; , are also used in a very dif-

ferent sense, a sense which is met with in the very next chap-

ter of Ptolemy's treatise,and indeed even at the end of the pres*

ent chapter. Ambiguity in the use of terms has always been

in music a peculiarly fertile cause of misunderstanding. The

difference in the meanings is well stated by Porphyry in his

cocment on this passage (Commentarius Gap. iv. p. 256, Ed.

Wallis). The other use of the words will not cause diffi-

culty, as the difference is so clear. In this meaning the

ro v& £ refers to the pitch of notes as compared

with that of other notes, and used in this way the terms are

of frequent service in demonstrations of the Pythagorian the-

ory of consonant and dissonant intervals. Porphyry says p.

258, Ed. Wallis:

n /
/ * ' ' <• /

/ i
r ^ o »/ rcK A > i <o<, « > o to vo r d \L* &

<f
c

<^
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VK'e might say that ~E# in the key of B major was ' equitonie_|_

with F. ) People call such an <<> <j r- o \ (
- 5 \Js £> <p£> <;

more properly £u- r< r^ *yc><z ( and not merely -y^^rfo 5-

but rf (^ ^ j 1 r <r ). The other meaning, Porphyry contin-

ues, refers to parts of one and the same sound,(p. 259,) as

the beginning, middle, and end. Such a sound might with

more exactness be called 0/< e> c a ^* ^ w^ 5

Ptolemy next takes y^ a & <><. Jc^< r~ ^ < ^ h^t
c -*~ . «_

and divides them into c * iruvr-^f j cx^-^^C o*

<i
< tj-> c o~>< <=- v- <=>r . Definitions follow.

"Continuous sounds ( >*£ o<p «-? crt/i/^p-f $ ) are

those, the regions of wnose changes ( in pitch) in each di-

rection are not manifest or of which no part whatever is

z 6 r r o y* r for a perceptible interval ( of time). The

same sort of thing is seen in the case of the colors of the

rainbow. Of such a nature are those sounds which sound at the

same time as their pitch is being raised or lowered, even while

this change is being produced." The lowing of cattle and

howling of wolves are given as examples of these continuous

sounds. Porphyry adds the attempts of beginners at singing,

who cannot strike the right pitch at first, but feel for it
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Continuous sounds are, then, sounds in which the varia-

tion in pitch takes place in such a way that it advances by in-

sensible gradations and that it has no definite limits. Dis-

crete sounds are those in which the pitch moves thiough well

defined distances. The two classes are characterized pre-

cisely by the two kinds of k / r-^ -j^z explained by Aristox-

enus - the continuous and the interval late (
^ ' > >

. 5~v <

<j\>v(Lx"
/

fr
^'U *"" ^ l * ' < >j

" ^ ' < * i! ).

Like y&% Ari st oxenus' classification of pitch motion the

Ptolemaic classification of sounds is not quite rigorously

logical. The species do not together cover as much ground

as the pen us of which they are species. As in the other case,

there is no place for slurred sounds, which must be classed

Ler \L c cT j > v ^ r zr e> ? v i ' <^ f , or , a t any rat e

the slur-, or ci t • mento itself, must be so classed.

But these sounds cannot come under the definition of ^Po<pc>t

y - kJ \s f- ye ^ '\ > because the latter have no definite bounds

to the pitch movement; on the other hand they differ from

O

and not by steps.

e? / in that the pitch advances by glides

Furthermore V e> <£> <r t f ^ < / f >
•* <*" > <*-? are by
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definition taken out of the class of y-^c^^t ^v < <r*> ?~oJr «-

to which they profess to belong, because they may be analyzed

into groups or series of ^u o <r> <s (_ /(ShsVts-^o?

The .vhole difficulty ( and it is one which must be gu< rd-

ed against in every classification of sounds) is that what is

understood by a single sound is not an instantaneous sensa-

tion of the auditory nerves, which we may consider apart from

its surroundings, as if cut off from both what sounded before

and what is to sound afterward. Nor, on the other hand, are

are justified in regarding too long a duration of tone as form-

<j> <o r d **- F> t ,,

are really y^, .1 «?<j c / / o < o x <> 1 . The classi-

fi cation must have been traditional from the time of Aristoxe-

nus, if not earlier.

We have noticed { pare 35 ) that Ptolemy regarded

~J /a d f
, r^y^/j" r-ft ( as suitable for the science of music,

but "v£ &<i> £ t ,{ 'ir ^ ( /(
>

as unsuit ble . The latter

hav e no unity ( , . ,
, A ^ , .

,' c , , & <~ /

r
. / . • 3 * A -

^f~iic<, (» y*\ rv->^ - Ptol. Harm. I. , iv ,Ed. Wall is,

p. 8, last line.) The former Ptolemy, after the definitions

ing a uni t

.

'^±> -6 cj< <o r o ' *- P t <./<?. -yer f

are completed, calls Y T ^f
^ C
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Ptol. Harm. p. 9 beginning, Ed. Wal . is* c / J </> -v/^<;
>'r , — >\ \ r rf r

i)C-u A * A u ' < f l- Uc rfU 'y f-tf-r &-*-> *-**tSj • cJ -r- / 0&oi

6 -, fro' >- ? <y v^& 1^

ire not included by name; but they are plainly embraced by the

lefinition. It is possible, ho.. 1 in the prin

division ( into < cr * < (j^t rr-i <+ f and yi Ai'*<j~e r-&-y<

Ptolemy had in mind massed of tone or large groups of sound,

and that, as an example of tcr e -r rr^ CJ~ f s£s o yiM
ne might have given the tones of an instrument like the whis-

tle or the cymbals or the horn or any instrument which can

produce only one note. The term &?&£ yy<--> r would in

this case be restricted to musical notes which occurred in melody.

The definition of the musical (/ P <" ) T v
$

varies

in the Greek treatises on theory according to the manner in

which the subject is approached.

Aristoxenus, as we have seen, makes the development of

the subject rest on an analysis of the S d/
f
<Tt c (/V«> yy

We are not then surprised to find that (T
1^ r~ y -r~o<

' 1 /
are the elements of A /> 7 ^-/ 5-

<5 ' >/ :r.T >i u *. *-t *- ^
\

We find it said at p. 12 of the voice /((yf-«r-«<t « ^»

y a f e/ '^ C < jc <r- T .-.j ,, v .





We may tabulate the definitions as I'ollows:

Ariotoxenus - y<o •/>, yr-r^cns <-,< t ^r^t- r± .'/%

Gaudentius - - - „ '/ ft « "

Racchius - // c /< « <- ^<-
.

$- tf /r " "

Aristoxeneans
(Porphyry)

0r^ n-nt'nS

Nicomachus

Thrasyllus -

Bryennius

Arist,

1 t ««, ) >/f u

T77
PMt

* 77" / /,[ <f G / " fSlr

< ^A *r ,n > fir 77 S

c/- *r//<& *"/ c ^

} /

/" '
'\

;- /,, vs. X-^r * If

rr-y^x^ 7~/C

i/i xr/* r-o

V r

U*x ,rr*" >

f* 7
rd. ^jc< y-

(< C- ) c—J f

r

Vuth cy,

(Y y < fr- CX-fGf





/ ^7- * T ^ c c & A r (+ , rf fi- n r y ^ i
.

The stopoirig places of A / * •. j / ^ < ( ^ u * ^ << a r? r r* r. <±

'ff^rrcf. At p. 15 • :• definition is slightly different:

definition of Thrasyllus we owe to Theo Smyrnaeus.

Theo Sm. De Musica, c. 2, p. 47, fol . Ed. Hiller:

7
:^/,^^ -y^/^' "^

r > / '
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\ y r o / > J » r}
'< n c xc fv * ^ T& ? ' Jxr^-r rye r )

c 'A' y*- Oi '' (-

^^ ^^^S- <p<^^$ /^^fj ^^%r ^vy'^7-

Quoted verbattjBi, (except // . /:£, /J c^ , £ _ /.Ac ye-
)

by Bryennius p.

The restriction imposed by the word e v *• t< c i^ <? <^

confines the musical sound to the limits of the recognized

sec le .

Ptolemy defines W& & Yfc ^ as follows:

mics, I.e. iv. fin. Wall is, p. 9:

2 S '

NicAomachus Harmonics Manual©, Meib. p. 7:

£~ a A < < ' / v
/ <f

yi* (^ r ^ < <7> c >
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Porphyry in his commentary on the passage of Ptolemy

quoted above says that Ptolemy changed the usual definitions

4>e°rr°s

Porphyry Gomm. c. iv.
, p. 262: h ' t a r ,,T,> yv

OS

j I
U / / , cp /

c ./ < < 6 A. *<r y^'}

/ -I

V' Mc~ Ai
/ «<- fw^V T?,l x^r^L r*f «fiw>^««-»/*.ly A< }S f , f< y

/ - ( M .., <, r M ^

/
^>
~ *" < f A >; r c f jc 7-y-vyH *-t-i /<£,





t , r

v 1 ^ i

^ r < / - v *' - / l ' <^ /-> - r t r c 5 <-:
<" <?T- a ff o ^ < e ( J c

f
t, > <J? V~/

^

y v / <~ ^ \ /-

Aristides Quintilianus, De Musica, p. 9,1. 2, Ed. Meib:

Gaudentius defines ft^^nr S in the same words as Aristoxe-
nus : y ^, r-.r(/ ^z~.,, r ^J ^/^ t - ;///i-, and adds Aristoxenus ' s

definition (at Meib. p. 12) of r-*£<n ^ The passa^s reads as fol-
lows :

Harm. Introd. n. 2

^ v- <^^/ /^-^ ^ est* -^ 6^rj Aerie; ^ e ^ ^ f 7 g ^ ^





Bacchius Senior in his Introductio Artis Musicae modifies the

definition of Aristoxenus by adding c-«'^v/y S
p

as Porphyry

dees.

1 and 2 : a >

/
.

. d e- A * f c A r ^ -c * f , c i J
-

Bryennius, Harmonics Bk. I. Sect. iv. , (Ed. Wallis) p. 377,

l. 9:





Aristoxenus Harmonic p. 15, Ed.Meib)

Thrasyllus's definition of o c £ 7^i ,, « _x is

found in Theo Smyrnaeus , De Musica, c. 3, p. 48, Ed. Killer:

<P t <* G~~7T y Li ^C <fdr Q?^ J- s I
- C~ ' I ' <yH C (f & Ci ) <> ^ ' 7, ,

-

Plutarch, Do Animae Procreatione , XVII, 1020 E:

Ptolemy's Harmonics do not seem to cont'in a definition

of fc X ; r tj ,** od unless it is implied in the words ^ K^(</

Ptol. Harm. I. iii., p. 7, Ed. Wall is:

Aelian, as quoted by Porphyry, Gommentarius in Ptolemaeum, Ed.

Wal. p. 217 fin.

^- v
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< r ' / \ \

Niebmachus, Harmonic es Manual e Meib. p. 7.

3 °y~ «-^ s-^ r<^
S ^-^y 6' f^ r~* ^*< ^ -* «--<5< *-o^l ^ / ^

.

Bacchius Senior, Introductio p. 2:

6 cat. iTi-if t^t ^_ z~r f-rrty <r <^y ^z?cy- x c c &6oiju;-*.

GJaudentius, Harmon. Introd. p. 4:

C
' < * cr- —^ c^ °<_ O <? Cr- ^~{ c t—-» O ?-,- o cue? f f- r > > t

/f tSf* <^-vT a ^ C~ /' a v

Bryennius, Sec tie V.
, p. 381, (Wal ) :

r * <£ G~- 7~ y /C+ *C I £ '

"> \ 9 C f





a t cj
5

r \ \

f

^v 7v ^^ - / -
x
- - - • ir"~

i /r *>r ^ "
s

J?- 7^j 6 f " * rV ^5" <T*"-f> c/ * * ^ e-f *~^ r^-TS^^j

It will be noticed that Rryennius has collected all pre-

vious definitions and presents them as alternatives.

For the sake of bringing out more clearly ' Lees

in these definitions, we may group them in classes. Inter-

vals are defined in one of the following manner's:

(1) Interval is e certain relati on between tvio sounds -
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musical sounds. (Thrasyllus, Bryennius .

)

(2) Interval is a difference of pitches, i. e. , of ten-

sion (Aristoxenus, Bryennius ), or the differenc e between an

acute sound and a grave sound, or between two sounds not of the

pitch. (Ptolemy, Aelian, Bacehius.)

(3) Interval is that which is bounded ov contained by

two sounds not of the same pitch, (Aristoxenus, Plutarch,

Gaudentius, Bryennius,) or a region or space ( ^ c ^°S ) re-

ceptive of sounds intermediate in pitch to the extremes ,

(Aristoxenus, Bryennius,) or s vocal magnitude (
^eye-^o 5- )

defined or bounded by two sounds. (Bryennius.)

(4) Interval is a passage or passing (
o S&s ) from

acute to grave or vice versa. (Nicomachus , Bryennius.)

Dismissing (1) because it is too indefinite, we may notice

that the definitions numbered (2) merely express the fact

that it is pitch-difference on which the relationship depends,

but do not imply that there is such a tiling as difference in

the size of intervals and that measurement is possible. The

difference of pitches mig t be like the difference of weights,

as the difference between two bodies weighing two and three

pounds, or a difference in two shapes. In Lnitions

numbered (3) the idea of a space or distance is clearly b
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out, and. in (4) the notion of movement from one bound to the

other is included. Both (3) and (4) imply more or less

clearly the infinite subdivisibility of pitch. This is very

plain in the definition that an interval is a space receptive

of intermediate pitches, for an intermediate pitch would form

two new smaller intervals, which would themselves aloo be di-

visible into yet smaller intervals.

In (4), and to a certain extenl also in (3), /ev /- h / / 5-

o~w c- x ^ 5 seems to lie at the bottom of the conception of

an interval. Without this ide:- of a gradual passage from one

pitch to another, it is hard to see how change of pitch could

be regarded as a passage at all. If the pitch chy.n;es sud-

denly, in the way indicated by ICt ?">, (Pi 5 c c <7—r~zy *< ot ? 1 /< t
,

the sensation does not suggest a transition or transference, so

much • s a transformation. The effect is similar to that pro-

duced by a sudden change in color.. Intermediate shades of

color are not present in the mind. The continuous nature of

pitch would however be one of the earliest points to be ob-

served.
T
t would readily be admitted that for practical pur-

poses pitch seemed to be a continuous quantity and not a dis-

crete quantity. When however the question of rinding a

means of measuring difference 02' pitch was presented, it
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would be natural to endeavor to find a smallest possible in

terval which might serve as a nrtural unit.

We have in Plato's Republic Bk . VII, p. 531, A.fol. a

reference to such attempts.

5-30 £ : >'/ O ^ K O i T G ' C r C *C aCl n Cy

f

(Quoted in Theo Smyr. p. 6, Hiller.)

But it. is evident in dealing with the sensation of pitch, that

there is the widest range for differences of individual opin-

ion, and even if a considerable number* of competent persons

could agree that some given interval was the smallest differ-
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enee of pitch which they could distingtiish from unison, there

would still exist the necessity for finding -e method of re-

cording the width of this interval and this record must nec-

essarily rest on physical considerations and so final appeal

would again lie to the intellect. Pitch differences, regard-

id as sensation, are restricted on the side of close approxi-

mations or of minute intervals by limitations of a physiologi-

cal nature - limitations which differ widely with the individ-

ual. Pitch, regarded as a conception and not as a perception,

is capable of infinitely minute gradations. There can be no

interval so small that we cannot conceive of a tone interme-

diate to the extremes of the intervals. "The pitch of a note

depends upon the period of its vibration" that is, upon the

time taken to complete one vibration. It is only necessary

then ^o suppose a note whose period is intermediate in point

of duration to those of the given notes.

The ancients recognized the theoretically perfect di-

visibility of pitch. The subject was treated by them under

the head of interval. They asked the questions, What is the

smallest possible interval? and,What the greatest?

Aristoxenus discussed the question at p. 13, fin. Meib.

Intervals are of different sizes. nf course this size
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must be independent of the positions of the bounding notes on

the scale of acuteness and graveness. What is meant by the

size of an interval formed by two notes ( not at the same

pitch), is a certain relation between their pitches, which

may be called the difference in the pitches, the word 'differ-

ence' being used merely as the opposite of 'sameness'. This

relation is recognized as being the same in all essential

features in every part of the audible compass of sounds, how-

ever much the character of the interval may v. ry with toe ab-

solute pitch of trie combination. It is well known that even

consonances, if sounded in the lower register, take on a decid-

edly harsher character, if they do not actually become disso-

nant in the accepted meaning of that term. But the size of

the interval is as certainly recognized at one pitch s at anoth-

er.

For the measurement of the size of intervals, the first
would seem to be

requisite ^ a unit of measurement. It is a characteristic

peculiar to Music, that, unlike the other arts, it makes only

the most sparing use of the material at its conin;:nd, so far as

pitch is concerned. It is said that within the compass of an

average voice two or three hundred different degrees of pitch

are distinguishable. If we suppose the compass of such a
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voice to be an Octave and a Fifth, we find only twenty of

these different pitches represented on keyed instruments , and

although this number is considerably increased in practice,

when temperament is ignored, it is still evident that there is

a great disparity between the number capable of being produced

and the number actually employed. Many, to be sure, compute

that to represent accurately on a keyed instrument all the

requisite notes, it would be necessary to have as many as

twenty-five keys or even a larger number, within each octave,

but many of these it is impossible to bring together in one

piece of music. They belong to unrelated keys and are often

so close as to be indistinguishable in pitch. It is equally

true of Greek music that, although a large number of notes

within each octave was recognized, (twenty-five, constituting

24 quarter tones) they were not all of them usable in the same

piece of music. Aristoxenus is our authority for the state-

ment that the voice cannot advance by quarter tones beyond

the second step. The number or notes used at one time within

an octave was never many more than eight.

An answer must now be given to the question, Is it pos-

sible to select for the unit one of the intervals found in

actual use in music?
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If we represent pitch by a straight line and suppose

equal lengths on the line to represent equal intervals, wher-

ever taken, and then arbitrarily choose a certain distance to

sent any given interval, sue as the Octave, it will of

course be possible to find distances which will accurately

represent all other intervals. The sum of any two such dis-

tances will then of course represent the sum of the two cor-

responding intervals obtained by making the acute note of one

of them coincide with the grave note of the other. In like

manner the arithmetical difference of two distances will rep-

resent the difference of two intervals, obtained by making the

two acute notes or the two grave notes coincide.

But here we meet with a most characteristic property of

musical distances. It is that not one of the intervals

which the ear recognizes as having a special claim to a name

and place in every musical system, intervals such, as the Oc-

tave, Fifth, Fourth, Major Tone, etc., will be found to be com-

mensurable with any other. To two distances representing inter-

vals furnished by nature itself can be expressed in terms of

1. Tv/o numbers are comnensurable when there is a third number

which is eont ined an exact number of times in esch.
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a common unit. Let us turn to the examination of a few of

the intervals which are in a peculiar sense musical. Neither

the Fifth nor the Fourth is an aliquot part of the Octave.

The Major whole Tone- the difference between the Fifth and
Fourth - is an aliquot part of neither the Fifth nor the
Fourth. Nor is the Tone an aliquot part of the Octave.

This fact, apart from all mathematical considerations, was

recognized from very early times. The eleventh chapter of

the first book of Ptolemy's Harmonics contains a demonstration

that six Tones exceed an Octave and the amount of this excess,

it is stated, is perceptible even to the ear . Earlier writers

than Ptolemy prove mathematically that six Tones exceed an

Octave by an interval, called the Pythagorean Comma, whose

ratio is 524288:531441. Since this excess is slightly larger

than the Cornna of Didymus (80:81), which is the difference be-

tween the Major and the Minor whole Tone ( or between the true

or just Major Third and the Pythagorean Major Third) Ptolemy's

statement is not in the least incredible. All the difficulties

sought to be obviated by the device of equal temperament arise

from small intervals which are rarely larger than the Comma

(80:81) by even a quarter of its size. If such intervals are

felt by moderns, we cannot deny to the ancients ability to

perc°iv° sm« 11 intervals of the same size. The existence of
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quarter tones, at one period, at least, of the development of

k music, points to a high degree of cultivation of the

feeJ ing for pitch differences among the ancients.

If then neither the Tone, the Fourth nor the Fifth are

commensurable with the Octave, nor with one another, it only

rem- ins to be seen whether any small interval, used in Music

or selected for this purpose from tne multitude of unmelodious

intervals, can be round which will serve as a measure of these

and other musical intervals. The answer will be invariably

the same. It is impossible, proceeding from an examination

of all the intervals furnished by actual music, to find any

small interval, musical or unmusical, which will enable us

to express any given interval in terms oi' - cornnon unit of

measurement. ' When this statement is made to apply to all

intervals, however small, as well as to intervals like the

Tone and Semitone, on whose suitability as accurate units even

the ear can pass some sort of judgment, its truth must necessa-

rily be proved by means of a mathematical demonstration.

The mere statement of the fact will however suffice for the

present. The cause for this state of affairs is found in the

1. After selection of a unit has once been made it is of

course possible to construct intervals which shall consist of
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fact, now about to be touched on, that musical intervals,

meaning thereby intervals which occur in actual music, are all

expressible in mathematical ratios, which are derived from

physics! phenomena. As before noticed ( p. 49), pitch depends

on the number of vibrations of the air generated in any fixed

period of time by the cause of the sound. Consonance of

pitches depends on the simplicity of the rrtio between the vi-

bration-numbers of the notes. And in general the ratio be -

tween the vibration numbers of any two notes belonging to the

same system will have simple ratios, that is ratios which are

inexpressible in terms of small numbers. Since, now, to com-

pound two ratios it is necessary to multiply them together and

not to add them, it follows that the sum of two intervals can-

not be obtained by direct addition of their ratios, nor are

ratios so related that a common constituent can be found which

could serve as a measure of their relative size. "If we

wish to have a measure of intervals in the proper sense, we

two or more units, but this is evidently a reversal of the

natural logical course of procedure, and the resulting inter-
vals are generally not truly musical, but are approximations
to real interval s.
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must, take, not the characteristic ratio itself, but the loga-

rithm of that ratio - then, and then only, will the measure

of a compound interval be the sum of the measures or the com-

ponents," (The Theory of Sound, by Lord Raleigh, 1894, Vol. I.,

p. 7, Sec. 14- ) and when this has been done, all the loga-

rithms will be incommensurable. But, of course, the size of

any interval cin be calculated to any required degree of ac-

curacy.

This great fact of the incommensurability of musical in-

tervals was known to the Greeks. That is to say, they were

aware that the intervals used in music, so far as their size

or width is concerned, cannot be connected by means of a com-

mon measure. This follows from the fact that t Ley knew that

int trvals are expressible in terms of ratios. The Pythago-

rean school of musical theorists consistently denied that the

Fifth and the Fourth were respectively equal to 3 l/2 and 2 1/2

Tones. But, as, in modern theory, these plain facts are con-

sciously or unconsciously ignored, so in the ancient musical

world we find the Aristoxenean school making the Semitone,

defined as half of the whole Tone (which in turn is defined

as the difference of the Fifth arid the Fourth) serve as a

unit for the measurement of all other intervals. It is in-
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convenient , to say the least, to have no unit supplied hy nat-

ure, and for the purposes of a practical notation, some sort

of approximate unit would seem almost a necessity for a music

developed to the point of demanding different keys. In

teaching too, i
+ is very desirable to be able to regard that

scale, in which progression is made by the smallest steps

recognized, as composed of e qual -sized intervals.

For the rougher measurements, then, we are quite justified

in assuming as a unit whatever interval we find most conven-

ient for the purpose. The exact size of such an interval

aril] ox' course depend on the nature of the music concerned.

Thus in Hindu music the octave was regarded as consisting of

22 small intervals ( crutis ), such that 9 of thorn make a

Fourth, and 13 a Fifth, and consequently four went to the Major

whole Tone.

In Arabian music 17 approximately equal intervals com-

pose the octave.

Both ancient Greek music and modern European music divide

the octave into twelve nominally equal small intervals culled

Semitones, of which five make up the Fourth and seven the

Fifth, and two the Tone, which is their difi Jrence. But while

in modern music no interval differing very widely from the
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twelfth part of an Octave or from multiples thereof, is used,

in ancient Greek music on the contrary, the existence at dif-

ferent periods of quarter and third-Tones equal to one-half

and two-thirds of the Semitone respectively, seems to be well

attested. For this reason perhaps the Tone and not the Semi-

tone is the best, unit for rough measurement. Whether or not

the subtle refinements known as the Chroai , which ./ere varie-

1. 2.
ties of the quarter-tone system and of the third-tone system,

corresponded to actual observation of facts, Greek theoretical

writers used both thirtieths and and sixtieths of a Fourth in

their explanations of these various genera. These intervals

then be twelfths and twenty-fourths of a compromise tone

obtained by taking exactly two-fifths of a Fourth. It is easy

to see that a mean Tone of this size is not equal to an equal-

temperament Tone, because a Fourth falls short of five equal-

temperament Semitones, and consequently, its fifth part falls

short of one 'equal' Semitone, and two-fifths of an 'equal'

Tone. Neither the thirtieth nor the sixtieth part of a Fourth

is an aliquot part of the Octave. In their more accurate

measurements of intervals, the Greeks used the Fourth as a

1. Genus enharmonicum. 2. Genus chromatic urn.
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standard of length, where moderns use the Octave. In this

and in other respects the Fourth played the part now taken

by the Octave. For rougher calculations the Tone and the

Semitone - the sixth and the twelfth of the octave respective-

ly - were freely used. In one respect their music demanded

a minuter subdivision of the unit of measurement than does

modem music. In their enharmonic genus quarter tones were

used. Although obsolete so early as the time of Aristoxenus,

so far as practical music was concerned, they nevertheless

continued to retain a place in theory, and even after their

actual use had ceased, the notation bore indelible traces of

their influence.

osed to the more practical school of musicians, of

which Aristoxenus is the foremost representative, st^od the

Pythagorean school. Pythagoras is accredited with making the

discovery of the numerical relations which exist between musi-

ca] sounds, and the Pythagorean school make ratio the basis for

the measurement of intervals. The Pythagoreans demonstrated

that it is impossible to divide an interval into exact halves.

(Of course exception is made of those intervals which are ac-

tually created by compounding two equal intervals.) This is

virtually equivalent to proving the non-existence of a common
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uni t of mea su re me nt . Bu *. in re t i o th ey f o und a p e ri'e c t me t h-

od of measuring intervals. When it was discovered that the

wonderful superiority which a few intervals of certain defi-

nite widths possess over the unlimited number of comparative ly

characterless intervals of other sizes, depends on certain

fixed arithmetical relations between the numbers which may be

connected with the notes concerned, it must have been regarded

as a signal confirmation of the Pythagorean doctrine of number.

It id not impossible that this discovery was partly responsi-

ble for the origin of the doctrine. If the h- rmony of musi-

M'unds, and the motions of the planets depend on harmony

among numbers, it is a natural step to see the influence of

number in all life.

Pitch is determined by the number o£ vibrations of the

air made in a second or other given period of time. This

number is called the vibration-number. The interval between

any two notes depends on the ratio existing between these two

vibration numbers. This ratio will, of course, remain the

;'or any and every period of time, and for all positions

in the scale of pitch at which the interval may be found.

Given my two notes, their interval may be calculated by find-

ing their vibration-numbers and deducing the ratio. But the
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ancients had no means either for counting the number of vibra-

tions or for accurately measuring small intervals of time like

the second. Consequently ancient determinations of the ratios

of intervals were based on other considerations. The most

convenient method consisted of a comparison of the lengths

of the strings producing the required notes, v/hen made of a

uniform thickness and subjected to the sane tension. As it

happens the lengths of strings are inversely proportional to

their vibration-numbers, so that results obtained by one meth-

od may easily be compared with those of the other when two

notes only are involved, and without difficulty when there is

a series. Other methods employed were the comparison of

the lengths of the pipes of wind instalments of equal bore;

the comparison of the distances at which finger holes must be

bored to produce given notes; and the comparison of the weights

neceasary to stretch strings of equal length as well as size, so

j.s to produce notes which will form the required interval.

(cf. Theo Sm. p. 57, Hiller. ) Only very rough results could

have been obtained from these last methods. In the case of

instruments like the flute, ( ac^ fl &-$ ), it is very difficult

to determine accurately the length of the vibrating column of

air-, and it is necessary that the bore of the instrument be
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of uniform size throughout t the size of the finger-

holes be the same. A hole of smaller diameter may be sub-

stituted for one of larger diameter further removed from the

mouth-piece. Ancient flute -makers undoubtedly availed them-

selves o£ this principle in tuning their flutes. For ascer-

taining interval ratios by measuring the distances at which

the holes are placed, it would be necess' ry to e noles

of one size only. In using strings of equal length and thick-

ness, stretched by hanging weights of different sizes, great

care would have to be exercised. In order that two strings

of equal length and size shall produce sounds which form some

given interval, it is necessary to employ weights which are

to each other inversely as the s qua re s of the lengths of

s of equal size at the same tension producing the same

intervals; or, the lengths vary inversely as the square-roots

of the weights. The weights would not therefore give direct-

ly the proportions sought for. It is doubtful if the ancients

could have obtained the musical ratios from weights. Allow-

ance .'/ould also have to be made for the fact that the weight

of the string per linear unit is diminished by the tension.

Ptolemy discusses the difficulties attending these meth-

ods in Bk. I., Chap. VIII, (p. 17, Wallis) of his Harmonics,
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where he describes the instrument on which the greatest reli-

ance was placed for determining; the ratios - the A'<**- «<jv-

i , n.i „ fl M(';. This instrument consisted of a

string which passed over two fixed bridges and one movable

ridge, which could pass from one end of the string to 1

other along a scale which ran beneath the string, and by means

of /hich the distances between the movable bridge and the fix-

ed bridges could be measured. In this way the ratios asso-

ciated with the various musical intervals could be c<

• le whole length of the string was tuned to be in unison

..i th the lowest note of the scale of two octaves, called the

Perfect System, the proper distances could be marked off for

all the other notes. This operation was called ^ •? •
<

A a v <- • j ^^m^^ . We lave a d sc ription of ti e

method in which the string was divided in Theo Smyrnaeus, Ex-

positio Rerum Mathemat icarum ad Lege 1 ' tonem Utilium, pp.

57-58, Ed. Hiller(De Mus . . c . 12;) and pp. 87-93 (De Mus . cc.

35-36.) where Thrasyllus is quoted in extenso. We have also

Euclid's treatise Sectio Canonis. See too Boeckh, De Metris

Pindari, lib. III. c. vii . (Pindari Opera torn. I. pp. 209, 210)

Kleine Schriften III. Ueber- die Bildung de r Weltseele in

Timaeos der Platon p. 66 (p. 150)An important advantage giv-
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en by the Monochord was h hat the tension of the two parts oi'

the string is necessarily the same. The element of tension

is thus eliminated, and, provided care is taken to make the

string of uniform thickness and weight and to have sharply de-

fined termini, the lengths of the two parts of the strings,

o" of a part to the whole, may be directly compared.

The question now arises, What are the ratios which mast

exist between two lengths of string in order to produce given

intervals? As before noticed, since the length of a sounding

string varies inversely as the vibration-number, the question

is equivalent to the following: what is the ratio between the

;rs of two sounds forming an interval?

In the first place a few words must be said in regard to

ratio. "Ratio is a mutual relation of t. Ltude3 of the

same kind to one another in respect of quantity," or rather of

"quantuplici ty .
" (Euclid, Elements, V., def. 3.) It is im-

material which of the two magnitudes first receives the at-

tention of the mind. It is also a matter of indifference 'which

term of the ratio is regarded as compar the other, wheth-

er the larger is compj the smaller, or the smaller with

the larger, provided one or the other manner is consistently ad-

hered to during one and the same operation. It is usual to con-
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1 st mentioned, as 2 to 3, i. e. 2 co pared to 3. But if we

wish to compare two ratios, as 2 to 3 and 5 to 7, to sec vhich

is the larger, or wider, we may either take the antecedents,

2 and 5, as standards, and so, proceed to change the terms of

the ratios until the antecedents are the s ame , and then compare

the consequents (thus, 2:3=10:15 and 5:7=10:14, therefore 2:3

is wirier because 15 is larger than 14); or we my regard the

consequents, 3 and 7, as standards of comparison and compare

14:21 with 15:21. The latter method is more usual because

ratios may be regarded as fractions. The consequents then

become denominators, and the fractions are compared by reduc-

. a common denominator and comparing the mimerators . (2/3 :

14/21; 5/7 =15/21) But it would be just as legitimate to re-

duce the numerators to a common numerator, 10, and then to

compare the denominators, 15 and 14.

Ancient arithmetic, like modern arithmetic, made a dis-

tinction between a ratio and the inverse ratio. When the

number a was compared with the less and so us-

ually preceded it, the ratio (Ar^f ) was called rrpo Aa^or.

When the less was compi red with the greater, the ratio was
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called v^/i-r-^v^r • The ancients then distinguished

•
• kinds of ratio, according as the antecedent was greater

than, was equal to, or was less than the consequent. Theo

aeus, Da Musica 22, (Miller, p. 74,); Z«ii- at- A c j '-- ! >-"

v > r y i ^

Equi : are those in which the terms are equal. Of

ratios where the first term is greater than the second, five

kinds were distinguished: ^ o y ° ^ rr-o ^ A <*- *r A °c <?~ l & r
^

tr& ( A-cd, r o < C^a t <+ <ff &? <T
/re J A x JTA * ft (P^r z ^ af r c <_

A multiple ratio is one './hose first term contains the

second an exact number of times. A superpar ticular ratio is

one whose first term contains the second once and also en al-

iquot part of the second. A superpartient ratio is one whose

first term contains the second once and also more than one al-

iquot part of the second. Multiplex-superpar ticular and

multiplex- superpartient ratios are like the last two kinds,

but the first terms contain the second terms more than once,

plus a fraction. Theo gives a sixth kind, (found also in

Ptolemy Harm. I. v.. Wallis, p. 10), namely }/. c\ i $-

CuCi? /Tf < $ X /< 6 t , • / .
Theo Smyrnaeus, p. 80,

Ed. Hiller, (De Musica c. 28). It is not plain why this





should not be included under one of the other kinds. e ex-

given is * ratio of 256 to 243. Sun^r particular ra-

tios
i re na ied from the aliquot part of the smaller term nec-

essary to make it equal to the greater term. Thus, A^rc<^

6-rr^Tf/r^f refers to the extra third of the smaller term, by

which the greater exceeds the smaller. Any tv/o consecutive

numbers in the natural series except the first two,l and 2,

form a supe rparticular ratio. The ratio 2:1 is included in

multiple ratios.

The utro/i-v same names as those given

for the /yf<//t*>y&-x , but have the prefix ^erd- added,

as v * <r J ' " A / / , , r

musical intervals, as is well known, di 'eatly

racter, as well as in size. That is to say, notes

t cert; in distances apart seem to bear a marked and

peculiar relation to one another, which other notes do not

possess. Some intervals are decidedly more pleasing than

others, whan both notes are sounded together. Other's are so

disagreeable that they may even become positively painful.

Pleasing intervals are called consonant, unpleasing intervals

ace called dissonant. Consonance and dissonance are then
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complementary terms. Int in in consonance as they

lose in dissonance. We might say that theoretically no in-

terval is absolutely consonant or dissonant. In practice it

is usup.1 to make a classification of intervals into consonant

intervals and dissonant intervals, and to assign every inter-

val to one or other of these classes. The line of demarcation

has varied from tine to time. Intervals are called dissonant

at one period and consonant at another. Modern music recog-

nizes a greater number of consonant intervals than did an-

cient music. Many oi' the intervals no.v called imperfect con-

ices and imperfect dissonances were used in ancient music,

not only in melody - note after note - but even in accompani-

ment, or harmony, - note against note - but they .vere all

d dissonant intervals. Their function, when used in

connection with consonant intervals, was to "rast

to the latter. The effects was similar to that of discords,

employed in modern music to prevent the reiteration of con-

cords from becoming a jourcc ess instate of pleasure.

It is described in the Aristotelian Problems XIX, 39:

(f t a /& * <- »•' <s <j c u -^ A A c t yc^ zr^-stG-c *? /' <•- ft r C

y^t^ yyfc rrr^ ffeAcUj c /^ycy -tf]
. of. Westphal, Die Mu-

sik des Griechisehen Alt r1 . translation
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of this passage is by no means too literal. The reason that

modern music admits so many intervals to the ranks of conso-

nances is that the ear has become accustomed to them through

constantly hearing them used in simultaneous harmony. The

general notion of consonance and dissonance is, however, the

same now as it was in classical times.

All the consonances, recognized among the Greeks at any

period of ancient music may be reduced to three principal con-

sonant intervals, the Octave, the Fifth, and the Fourth. All

other consonant intervals may be derived from these three and

consist of two or more of them added together. It is true

tha t the Octave is equal to the sum of the Fifth and Fouirth,

but for cerl ' sons it is more proper to regard the Fifth

and the Fourth as parts of the Octave, than the Octave as the

result of compounding the Fifth and the Fourth.

Let us then see what ratios were discovered to belong to

these consonances, ca ; led by the Greeks a (<* rr<xcrci> > £^~
( K

(Z6Krf cc.nct tft-J cc- vj£f ... -, - resp e c t ive ly , and ho*" they are iden-

tified with f he corres modern interv;

Pythagoi-as was apparently the first among the Greeks to

discover the numeric:?.] I »ns existing between musical sounds.
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1.

nio
;
-enes Laertius VIII, 11. Bryennius I. i., p. 361 .Ed.Wallis.

We have the following; statement of Xenocrates, as quoted by

Heraclides Ponticus. The passage is found in an excerpt from

the E l<roc-r(*jYti Mo t/f/ #-* ctl Heraclides given by Porphyry,

•jus in Ptolemaeum, I .
, c. iii., init. p. 213, Ed. Wal-

lis: n^£ ^ry-*) , t^f €f-*<rt ^6 > < «1 * <~h (j

/ i ( " < ^ r i) u }
' (= i 'c s / i

' C- X c j <- x_

/

Op. Hacrobius, Gommentariua in Somnium Scipionis II i., 8 fol.

and Jan's note. Iambi ichus in his Life of Pythagoras says

be was taken from Egypt to Babylon and there learned the

science of number and of music.

Pythagoras undoubtedly used a single string or .

amounts to .practically the same thing - two strings of equal

length tuned in unison - and obtained his ratio by means of

a moving bridge, such that it would not add to the original

tension of the string, or by stopping o us lengths on

a long string furnished with a finger-board. The lyre would

1. Gevaert, Histoire et Theorie de la Musique de l'antiquite'

I., p. 74; Y/estphal,Rhy thmik and Harmonik, p. 62; Musik, p.

176.
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msuitable for performing these experiments because each

string is capable of producing only one note. re is

no method by which a string can be shortened. But the Egyp-

tians had instruments with very long strings ana with finger-

boards, and Pythagoras may easily have been acquainted with

these.

The ratios determined by Pythagoras for the three conso-

les above mentioned were 1:2 for the Octave, that is, a

string whose length is 2 sounds a note an Octave lower than

one whose length is 1; 2:3 for the Fifth, and 3:4 for the

Fourth. These ratios were no doubt obtained by direct ob-

servation. Other rstios may easily have been obtained for

-r intervals, either directly from the string, or indirectly

by combining the ratios. Thus, the consonant intervals of

the Twelfth and Double Octave were probably found to depend on

tios 1:3 and 1:4 respectively. The Tone, which is the

difference in width between the Fifth and the Fourth, was cer-

tainly regarded as dependent on the ratio 8:9, but it is prob-

able that this ratio was often deduced from those already ob-

tained, and was not directly observed from the lengths of

string

.

The Tone has always held a very prominent position in
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musical theory owing to two facts. The first is that it is

the difference of two consonances and may be tuned with great

accuracy by means of them. The second is that the ratio 8:9

taken six times ( i.e. 262144:531441) differs only by a very

smal] ratio from the rstio 1:2 (- 262144:524288). This small

: rance, called the Pythagorean Comma, is only a little

larger than the ordinary Comma. (80:81), sn interval which is

neglected in the tuning of modern keyed instruments. Owing

to these two facts, which we may almost call arithmetical ac-

cidents, the Tone ha s received the attention of musical theo-

rists to an extent which is not warranted by trie musical qual-

ities of the interval. Other intervals, approaching it in

size, and also called tones, like the interval 7:8 (supersec-

ond or septimal second) and 9:10 (Minor tone) are used in mod-

ern music quite as frequently as the Major tone 8:9. But

because the Major Tone was the only difference between inter-

vals recognized by the Greeks to be consonant which was not

itself consonant, it was given an important part in the forma-

tion of theoretical scales. The facility with which it may

be tuned would also undoubtedly have great influence in caus-

ing it to appear in scales as actually tuned on the lyre.

But if it is possible to draw conclusions by analogy from
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facts presented to us in the history of modem theory, it is

very probable that this Major Tone impersonated, so to speak,

other intervals similar to it in size. H often happens

the real interval , the interval as actually sung,, or,

perhaps it would be better to say, the interval as the singer

desires to sing it, is mistaken for some other interval, be-

cause it is app roximately equal to it. It is not at all un-

likely that t he sr;me thing took place in ancient theory. The

scale which is c onst rue ted in the Timaeus is artificial in

this respect.

This passage (Plato Tim. 35 B.fol.) is perhaps the ear-

liest in which the consonant ratios are mentioned. It is to

be observed, however, that there is nowhere any reference f o

music in the text. The scale is essentially a theoretical

one. The procedure is as follows: First the double geomet-

rical quaternion or tetractys of the Pythagoreans is formed by

joining to unity the first three powers of 2 and of 3, thus,

1,2,3,4,9,8,27. This tetractys may be arranged so as to ex-

hibit the two branches consisting of powers of 2 and 3 re-

spectively, by making a Lambda as follows:
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r - '

1

2 3

4 9

8 27

The left branch contains the double intervals ( a<n Ao^~- LoC

y t< < l *-
) and the right one the triple intervals

( 7 . / ^ x < ./ / x: a i <* >'
( y ^ *< ^l. ) . Then between

the terms of every interval the harmonical and the arithmeti-

cal means are inserted. In this way two series ere obtained:

1, 4/3, 3/2, 2, 8/3, 3, 4, 16/3, 6, 8 and

1, 3/2, 2, 3, 9/2, 6, 9, 27/2, 18, 27.

The succession of intervals in the first series is 4/3, 7/8,

4/3, thrice repeated, and in the second it is 3/2, 4/3, 3/2.

The explanation of these series is held by commentators to be

that they refer to musical scales. The ratios 3/2 and 4/3

will then correspond to the consonances of the Fifth arid the

Fourth, and their product (3/2x4/3=2/1 ) to the sum of these

intervals, the Octave. The last step is that by which every

interval of 3:4 was filled up with intervals of 8 : 9 , as many

as are contained in 3:4, and with /\ e- c -< »-- -* 7 «c , which

are as 243 to 256. Scales are therefore formed in which

each note differs from its neichbors by an interval of either
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8:9 or 243:256, since every Fifth may be resolved into a

Fourth and a Tone (8:9). Every step is therefore either an

Interval of a Tone ov of a Leimma. The scale formed on the

binary branch of the tetractys has a compass of three octaves,

each octave containing five Tones and two Leimmata. The

scale formed on the ternary branch has a compass of three

Twelfths. Each Twelfth or Dodecachord is of the form: Nete

diezehgmenon - Mese - Hypate meson - Pros lamb anomenus (the

names are those of the Perfect System). The intervals are ,

Fifth, Fourth, Fifth, and together n Octave 1

, like the Oc-

tave of the bina • is the interval of a Fifth towards

the bass, Hypate - Prosl amb anomenus . Each of the three- Do-

decachords then contrins 8 Tones and 3 Leimma ti .

The fact that the compass of each of these scales is

much that of any scale described in the musical

treatises goes far towards showing that they are not to be re-

1.

"led as actual musical scales. In the Dodecachords there is

the further objection that each of them is in a different

key. In other words, the scale passes into two new keys.

The question then naturally occurs, Are these scales musi-

Ci 1 scales at all in the modern sense of the word musical?

_Do_ t hey not rather, be 1 png to the music of numbe rs ( j£_ ^ "
1. Westphal , die Musik ,p. 178, note.





The ancient commentators on the passage themselves support

t.t view. It is admitted by Adrastus, quoted by Theo Smyr-

na.- is, De Musiea, c. 13, p. 64, Ed. Hiller, that t ie compass

of scales actually used in music falls far short of that of

the scale described by Plato, of which the length is three

Octaves and a Major Sixth {= three Twelfths), but it is pointed

out that it is necessary to extend the scale into cubic num-

bers, because they represent solids. In any case, the scale,

even if it is purely an imaginary musical scale, seems to have

been suggested by some reaJ scale, and may be illustrated and

explained by supposing such a scale. We may safely see in

the intervals between the terms of the series, references to

the ratios associated with musical intervals.

We have in Euclid's Sectio Ganonis the first explicit

statement of these ratios.

The first ten theorems are purely mathematical, the re-

maining nine are musical in the narrower sense. In 11 he

proves that the interval fcec n-jcsr <^\^ is multiple; in 12

that the <^ reinr^^v and /(«: are- * c~c- are each

superparticular; in 13 the ratio for the </^ dr^c<r^j'^ is

proved to be 2:1; in 14 the ratios for the & c#- rs ^
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r < 7
and c i oc rr^ > c <r- are shown to be respectively

3:2 and 4:3; and in 15 the ratio for the c/a &-oc^Ci \^ r-c t< £< *

z^vrt (Twelfth) is proved to be 3:1. The 16th, 17th, 18th,

and 19th are on the Tone (ro^«5 ) whose ratio is 9:8. The

largest consonant interval, it should be noticed, is the

Twelfth (3:1 ). This cannot, however, be taken as evidence

that in Euclid's time, the gamut had not expanded beyond the

Dotiocachord, bee a 'is e in the 11th Proposition, in which it is

proved that the ratio for trie Octave is multiple, mention is

made of N ,[ , J{ £ * <^v 3<sA°£ c^v
, A//<r^

;

c^< ^L fJfcf-AfM

/i xa/oUC-v'^, notes which belong to the Perfect System of two Oc-

taves 1 extent and stand at intervals of an Octave from one

another

.

The Aristotelian Problems, even if not the work of Aris-

totle, are thought to be not much later than his time.

The following are the most important references to the

consonant interval ratios contained in the 19th section enti-

tled CT-c< n-6-y c /$ f . <-o f (. eC<^ :

Probleins XIX, 39: ^ <x k-c* J c p>— xc 6 e- G-~r rij c < <J

oc cr-ts <> <? 5- <^-r <rv <J t ^7^^) **- >̂ r ^ ^
^

I
ti

j ° Is ' ^c x-





In this passage the existence of ratios is affirmed. It

is important to notice that ratio is ne re derived, not from

numbers expressing the relative lengths of sounding strings

or pipes, but from the vibrations of strings or perhaps of the

air.

Problems XIX, 35: A c <x cc ^ cGoc fry<r<^>^ a->,i A r
'^.

a c o i / v.
}

/)
t

o *-( c /-- a A v '
j ° f c > <\

<v r~ti

r ' AV / <*"





2~
c

,: s- -i / c- y> (c.2 f-c j c ^ rav is suggested in the

critical notes in Bekker's Edition. T sentence here

quoted is evidently corrupt.

This passage gives the proper ratios for the three con-

sonant intervals < (•* a <* & '<>->- & r~.
t ^ (

fs* r^^y^v
, The scale implied has the three notes

Loned, Nete, Mese, and Hypate, situated as follows with

refe re nee to one a not he r :

f

i

^ ^ Wrl «^rrt 7 f<«

C (

6 J *~«f nh J

Problems XIX. 41:

i i >p J I r ' r

Tl o/ y c,_. y

t S*

sb/V )
t o /2 /<w f-^-^-r-^P^-^ £-t ' ^^ 6 'V

and a few lines on: >- o «/"* ^~'** ^r^C^^v* (t^r-c^r 6^

Problems, XIX. 50:
; ^
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On y<*~i £-h* Jo- t<_ <f/So <?/ 3f <* J~"o r~ey <> v o 0/^ /

?l<j/fiTT M ^
^o^ciu ,^-tV

t?V

d < ' - 3 7S #JlAcrt r x~- lA ore ^ - > r^f«r** > ' c <r r*

Problems XIX. 23:

/rxc ovr^ J*c<S ih'crvfsu. j O^v^f
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r-OV- )j~ i-< ' 7 e- o
j

*£ V ="< rrA >. ^ c> is V~7 i- , #<--"' ^VC {/V A'V e

X

JVj*'

<"
r v V /- > / " )

r ,> ' " "'

K <^^ •

In the above interesting problem, I have taken the lib-

erty of enclosing cuustcj j- ^«^<f-
c

in \./0 in brackets.

These words have crept in from l./y below where they are ap-

priate. The upper passage is best without them.

Theo Smyrnaeus, Expositio Rerum Mat hem a tic a rum ad Legendum PI -

t.onem Utilium, p. 56, Ed. Hiller. (De Musica c. 12):

>>y<3S -X Aslt I ylou 5 frfcZri) \ a£t ( -o-p <j i< c- pott- acKp-P //u-

J £. /"/.V rrfL^^er t-^ h **- r e^AtCtJ ycr^ff err- (j /at <-, **j cw C^-r-

f-r 6 A , < „ A v s . f er - ( a. * & f V )
o ' *r-~A eA <T~t d ^ A "*<*> ^'^ ' * ' 1

/
-~ s \ f- i r- \ , -

I

tl-£rv*tr-%y> C—v 'Le^cO- f- f>(
tY- A d^r f <uj x O \J £ / 0- C TC (f f o<
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r
' * '

I /

'
( \

y ci v r <x^ (^ v- r- « o / o o <y Ac r^
~- ^ r ^ '

(
v

f

—

'

£ ^ > < £> c^ cs^ A<j r l^s tr-f Of Jcf t & ^ > w y-x^j t Zry

The manner of arriving at these ratios is described in

the following passage: The author has just mentioned some

of the methods employed by Pythagoras. He seems r o have com-

pared the lengths and thicknesses of strings, and their* ten-

sion as shown by the turning of t e pegs or by the hanging of

weights, the bore of the cavities of wind inst ruments , the

force of the breath, and the masses and weights of discs and

vess els

.

Theo Smyr. Expositio, p. 57, 1. 11, Ed. Hiller (De Musica, c.

i
, v - • r r v

12) : <Xf <<s- c , ay o ', i< , v e-p- >*y " *f ° - r e <J tai r ° ^

Jrois ^,ie>~o<;. n?j jy C>- y & J ( ^ c< (J^ Y °f ~
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fL. v
, / A oj '- / 1 > ' << ( /<

5 6 " c r/~

r ' v

A pC 1/ a

r- ' ->
\ - X /-

** 'v
r°

>) .< < a X r ^

>^<J> *•*: <=• /-^ r

V ;
-r- ^o « r— v. T ^*~

I

tt/'V-f c t v x> r
<>-<

Y>

s f-V «?-« <> ' '

- A-^-'a <r; <* 4r c— t-^ c~c-

The following diagram will illustrate the operations do

scribed

:

Acute

.

I

7 o v ..-r

Ao'vcm djtrAwt^
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Then then states that the tetractys consisting of 1,2,3,

and 4 exhibits every consonant interval. It contains the

} f rAc
J' ) <£**~' *fc t~&<,

t
A<3 fc '

\ c, , JA^O^
f A-'l'-r,

He next shows how the ratios may be derived, from vessels

of different sizes. Co. Arist. Probl. XIX. 23.

Theo Smyrn. p. 59, Ed. Hi Her:

V I . / y
c CTluv j- J, fl j f—c^ ^ /S X < C, «-<- cr-r ^j w /r * is r cju ^ r ?Sy-

v I \ > / \ r-
[

</

& Yl &^ < /; a
-j

i
c^ <t<?lj \ c- y, o a

l^uJ v ' ?" f ° f =/ A OJ \^~ £* Cy n, Is t—o C- u-

- r s ' f 1

' y * \r c- <^ x / o r <d . -z? c c" a ^ c^ ,y C- > (^ e- <r o f c- i

#<*-<





or by the division of strings.





er as the squares of the simple ratios which obtain between

lengths of string or between vibrations.

Once more, the ratios are observable in flutes ( <x,isAoc
)

according to the disposition of the finger-holes. The meas-

urements are me.de from the upper end downward to the holes.

The determination of the ratio in this manner is described at

the beginning of the 13th Chapter of Theo ' s work De Musica

(or Hiller, p. 60,61.) The complete correspondence both

of the ratios with the intervals as determined by the ear, and

of the intervals with the ratios as observed, is stated in

the words of Adrastus, as quoted by Theo:

ij/n c O/f,Lyi\ncL-i7-tcJ
f
/ « /ici.J. c /a. A <5>. f.Zo

/

y 7° c '

S vy- c " y < <m r t * ~

The following paragraphs are devoted to showing that the

ratios may be compounded so as to produce tne sum of the cor-

responding intervals, and th' t consistent results may be ob-
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tained from arithmetical operations performed on the ratios.

We turn now to the consideration of the quaternions, which

were regarded by the Pythagoreans as endowed with peculiar

prope rties

.

Thso has already mentioned the tetractys which is compos-

ed of the first i'our ni-turstl n'imbe rs and so const itutes the

decade- ,,

c

>-*u ^
V ^^M rey^/rr^ (See

p. 82 following.)

He returns to it in chapter 37.

Theo Smyrn. De Mas. c. 37; p. 93, Ed. Hi Her:

o\ V<V Wcc/ ^w.o *. C-j, C-gyMls

i .

' 7 n -> n f r

/





Theo takes up next the two -branched quaternion which

Plato discussed in the Timaeus (35 B.fol.) (See p. 73 ) One

branch is i'onned of odd numbers, the other of even numbers.

Unity is both even and odd and is comnon to the two branches .

The following is trie eri'an^ertient in which the branches are

shown to convei' e:

Theo Smyrn. p. 95, Ed. Hil'er:

/
, r « c r

5
<( c f

J>
r-^A&t

, r
V \ f /

This tetractys had also the merit of consisting of seven

terms - a number which differs from the otner nine members of

the decade in that it neither generates another nor is gener-

ated by another - in other words, it is prime and is not a fac-

tor of any of the first ten numbers. (Theo. Smyrn. p. 103,

Ed. Ililler.)





Plutarch devotes com 'ace to this tetractys in

his De Animae Procreatione in Timaeo Platonis. After corn-

men' im- on the Pythagorean tetractys, the number 36, (De Anim.

Procr. c.xxx-1027 P, then c. xi=1017 D. For this order see

Paul Tannery in the Revue des Etudes Grecques, vii , p. 209.),

Plutarch confers even higher praise on the double tetractys

set forth by Plato in the Timaeus. In it, as was noticed

above (p. J3 ) the left branch consists of four powers of 2,

and the right, of four powers of 3.

2°- 3
C

or 1

2' 3' 2 3

2
1

3
1

4 9

2
3

Z
3

8 27

The Lambda-like arrangement Plutarch a ttributes to Crantor

(1027 D). The advantage gained is that like powers may be

more easily compared for purposes of multiplication and addi-

tion. By adding like powers we obtain 5, 13, and 35. These

numbers, it is stated, were significant to the "Pythagoreans of

is musical conceptions. The first, 5, they called c-fof < >

(which is explained clause c -
1

,
1 ",, •'

on the supposition that t ; ie "fifth of the i s of the

Tone" is the first which is audible. It is not easy to see





why the smallest audible interval, which seems to be the

meaning of the words n-, u7v > a5^c-r^ r<! v
» should be called

7/ o £>{r , unless it be that they regarded it as the 'food'

or material out of which all intervals are built up.

The whole passage runs as follows:

Plut. De Anim. Procr. xii., 1017 F.

:

Z-V i< e w Cr
' r-fvcfv^ O ,? y C^~ re a> (9 n jy a ^

For 'rJifoy I offer the conjecture y^o^a^- . The

explanatory clause, o /H^ / c-^v < d&ci/c -
> , seems to support

this view.

The passage continues:

^WV ^ i^ c - / r C < Y-ti-L s r ->cs k^ c) /<* * <? '-< *1 *- J^/f o -

/

It was a cardinal doctrine of the Pythagoreans that

the Semitone ( called by them both Leimma and DiSsis, see

Theo, p. 55, 1. 13, Ed. Hiller. ) wa^ not the exact half of a
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1.

Tone.

Why 13 was identified with the Leimma is not stated in

this passage, bat in Chapter xiv, in which the Tone is denoted

by 27, the grounds for calling 13 the Leimma may be seen. We

shall recur to this point later on (p. 95).

The third number obtained by adding like powers of 2 and

3 is 35, the sum of 8 and 27. This the Pythagoreans called

; L . , , , < . Besides equalling the sum of the first two cubes

it consists of four numbers 6,8,9, and 12, which include the

arithmetical and harmonical progressions. 5,9,12, is in

Arithmetical Progression and 6,8,12, is in Harmonical Progres-

Plut. De Anim. Procr. xii., 1017 F. cont.

? <*«""*, /
-

1. Cp. Plut. De Anim. Procr. c. xvii, 1020 F.

,

v r
'

roJ ^ i / '

C l ( ° "" " / ° ' f
' 7 V

O < / "<
. r r~

'

/J u6 ^T^i ^v

> *"- ^ '
^ ^y*~ *^ *-T—

, s 'I <^ /

X C r\tf<- °s <~ e 6 A *-, i try £> ra A-t * r°^ T ' ^ o < t

d /%Lk -O-e.6 <~c.7<-tr, q> cT~Z. G & <t* tc-Slg - ^ j <_ - e o q> <sA«- <3 6_ ^/r ((LSI JK! If t( i
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• A

fi-^-j ,

' c y C-y O-IS h-r^GJ

-t i C O

y

^K. >- C=- <T <T ^ y <j JV
1

••< #»

'/4

V '
^ *r ^ rr

^t ^ jxT -A c> y r a* v- •c f- «o ^ £ or cJ /- <^<uJ J^ ,

To illustrate the proposition a rectangle is constructed whose

sides are as 5 and 7. The whole area .vi 1] then be 35. Lines

parallel to the sides are then drawn, catting the side whose

length is 5 into two parts, 2 and 3, and cutting the side

whose 3 7 into two parts, 3 and 4. The whole rectan-

gle will then be divided into four compartments, whose areas

will be 6,8,9, and 12 (sum=35),

3 4

6





c{ y >
/ v f

s
. "i P \ r- \

i v Pv cV
v < y y r i '

' /' , ^-,.cr; J< , >»

roi (a^o j
^f-rCKr'oo^ ojI' ^ t , /XJ rj

/ w „ /< Art, ^ * ^^ ^ /t * ' ay— <^ '<* >' ** i- * r/ c -

v / \

'

In th e ne xt ch apte r ( xi i i ) c or re so ondi ng numbe r*s i n the

f ,f. br riches of the Platonic tetractys (it is so called at

xiv fin. 1019 B.) are multiplied together. 6,13, and 216

are obtained, which are of course, the first, second, and third

power of 6. Of these, 36 is at once the square of 6, the

1.

triangle of 8, and two parallelograms - 9x4 and 12x3. In

these we find once more the numbers 6,8,9, and 12 and the ra-

tios of the consonances.

Plut. De Anim. Procr. xiii, 1018 D:

<C (TT^CL fh> -r-* (TcJcT^K*. *J .. ;
'<<''< <=- f ** * *

1. For triangular numbers see Theo Smyrn. p. 37, Ed. Hiller.

36 - 1+2+3+4+5-6-7-8.
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y ot a A cV v fz t^-t^f-c-

r/ ^ , < / J^

As it stands in the text, the passage would give:

12 » -.; , v

8 n A f
*.

f*.
e

f

6 ^ ' // < / ^

' Paramese is mode to stand at a tfider interval from

Nete then does Hese. In no scale, however, do we find the

note called Paramese of graver pitch than Mese. Paramese

is always nearer to Nete, the highest note of the Octachord,

n is Mese, irrespectively of the width of the intervf

Mese - Nete - We must consequently / c s o /? v

to /v x / v ' <- ( ~//> >' and 77V * <_/* ( ' y >-

/<, V? y . Emended in this manner, the passage gives us the

scale

:

12

9

OfeS rt- '
'/ I-' I

' 7

8

v
7

r->j

Returning to the double geometrical quaternion 1,2,3,4,
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9,8,27 in chapter xiv, Plutarch comments on the property pe-

culiar to the last of the series, 27, that it is equal to the

sum of its predecessors . The Pythagoreans assign the Tone

to this number. The Leimma is thus a little less than one-

half of the Tone.

Plutarch does not at this place explain ho«r 27 a nl 13 cams

to be associated with the Tone and the Leimma, but in chapter

xviii, where he shows how the interval of a Fourth must be di-

vided to give the two whole Tones and the Leirrma left over, he

makes it plain that 13 is nothing more nor less than the

arithmet ical difference between 256 and 243. These numbers

are the smallest numbers which ccn express exactly the differ-

ence between the ratios 3:4 and 8:9. But as Theo Smyrn. says

(p. 69, 1. 7, Hiller), in discussing this same division of the

Fourth, there is nothing to prevent one from using other num-

bers to express the ratio of the Leirrma - such as 512 to 486.

But since 256:243 is the ratio reduced to its lowest terms, the

Pythagoreans took the arithmetical difference of these figures

to represent the interval. In the same way 27 represents

the Tone. For, take two numbers whose ratio is 3:4. Let the

smaller number stand for the graver ;nund. Then, in order

th< t this smaller number may be twice increased by an eighth





part of itself ( which will correspond to raising the lower

note two Tones), it is necessary that there be two factors 8 in

the number. Since the two numbers are to be in the ratio 3:4,

3 must also be a factor of the smaller number. Therefore

the number is 3x8x9 = 192, and the series runs:

(grave) Tone Tone Leimma (acute)

192 216 243 256

256 - 243 >= 13, the Leirrma.

243 - 216 = 27, one of the Tones.

This is essentia'ly the method employed in chapter xviii

to explain the passage in the Timaeus (36 3.) where the Crea-

tor" filled up all the intervals of 4/3 with that of 9/8, leaving

ir each a fraction over." But in Plato snail numbers rep-

resent acute sounds, and the scale runs downwards, whereas

in Plutarch the reverse is the case. In Plato's scale the

Leirrmata are at the grave end of the tetrachords - a position

which they hold in normal Greek scales; according to Plutarch's

arrangement in this passage, the Leirrma stands above the Tones.

The same set of figures can illustrate these two situations

according as they stand for lengths of string or for vibrations

or tension. Theo Smyrnaeus uses the same figures to demon-

strate the proposition that the Fourth is not equal to two
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Tones, and a half, but with him 1 he more usual course is adop-

ted of making acute sounds correspond to small numbers. See

Theo Smyrn. p. 65, 1. 10, fol. , and p. 67 1. 16 fol. Ed. Kil-

ler.

In the following chapter (XIX) Plutarch mentions other

proportions which are used to illustrate the composition of

the Fourth. *j is the middle of the three in-

tervals, the proportion runs:
Tone Leirrma Tone

216 243 256 288

It is, of course, somewhat illogical to identify an in-

terval with the absolute difference between the terms of the

ratio, instead of with the relative difference. The absolute

difference is variable. For the Tone it, is now 24, now 27,

and now 32, as shown in the diagrams given above. For a disso-

nant interval, like the Leirrma, the difference may always be

some number or some multiple thereof ( as in the case of the

Le imma it is 13, or a multiple of 13); but in the case of con-

sonances and the more perfect (i.e. consonant) of the dissonant

intervals the absolute or arithmetical difference may be al-

most any number whatsoever, and when the ratio is reduced to

its lowest terms, it will generally be unity.

Since the Leimma was as a matter of practice the lowest





1.

or the three intervals into which every ' standing ' tetra chord

was divided when in a scale of the Diatonic genus and of the

variety or Yr^^ called the high-pitched ( ^txr^yo^-

(rv't^z-ts is -=> v-j or perhaps, more accurately, <J i^e -o>ay <jrrz>i/(ac<i err ) ,

we may imagine experimenters to have proceeded somewhat as

follows. Let the sound produced by the whole length of a

string be the lov/est note of a Fourth. The upper note of the

interval wi 1.1 then be produced by three-quarters of the string.

In order to descend by whole tones from this upper note, it

is necessary twice in succession to increase the length of the

string by an eighth part of itself. The three-fourths of the

string must then be multiplied by 9/8 to rive the length

which will sound the second (descending) note, and the result

by 9/8 again to give the third note. We will have 3/4 x 9 /8

x 9/8 = 243/256 for the length used for this note. If the

whole string is now divided into 256 equal parts, the first

13, when 'stopped off' by the finger, will give the interval

Leimma, the next 27 will give the interval of a Tone, and

so will the next 24. In this way the Pythagorean numerical

1. <£6 o/'/-c L &crz~™ zrc-s re those which do not vary in pitch
with the genus and color. ''.'hey fo ran the frame-work of every
sc • e.





v ues for the Leirrma and Tone may be practically illustrated.

If five pa rts are measured off, the small i ! r \ called

/
by the Pythagoreans r^o^ov (see p.89 ) will be

heard. We may easily obtain approximately the size of this

•va 1 on a stringed instrument by first playing an open

string, then stopping off a Semitone by ear, y di-

i the eye the piece of string stopped ofi' into three

equal parts. If one (the first) of these parts is stopped

off, the note will fonn with the open string, the interval in

question sufficiently accurately for practical purposes.

q ince our natural Semitone is s ightly larger than the Pytha-

gorean Leirrma (15/l6 = 243/256 x 80/61.), 15 or 16 of the 256

parts would probably be taken from the whole string for sound-

ing the Semitone by ear, instead of the 13 required by the

Leirrma. A third of these would therefore fall very near to

the 5 formirg the Tfofov . Like most of the Greek small in-

tervals, this interval will seem very unharmonious . It will

readily be admitted by most persons that the fifth of these

small intervals might easily be regarded as the first to form

an audible interval with the lowest note.

Let us now return to the 14th chapter.
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Plutarch is discussing the double geometrical quaternion

of the Timaeus. Here again are the consonant r tios exhibit-

ed.

Plut. ne Anim. Procr. c. XIV, 1018 E:

,^< cTc- oS^r-o, --»-/ r«-^ ^rS^ ^u^yr^y'^l

>*?"* V





(Si^ ti- o- u r c , the middle to the least « < .
i

.-,,,...

The following correspondences are then given:

12 M,' ri]

8 (< ,
1

'/ ji r< - /
'

-.

6 »
•-/*

Chapter XVI gives arithmetical rules for finding the

arithmetical and harmonical means of the duple and triple

ratios of the Platonic quaternion under discussion. The

terms are augmented by multiplication in order to allow of the

insertion of the means, and again when the epitrite ratios

(3:4) are filled up with epogdoa (8:9). The smallest number

lis way becomes 384. This gives the following series for

the first tetra chord:

Tone Tone Leinma
384 432 486 512

in which the figures forming the ratio for the Leirrma are

double those given by Plato in the Timaeus ( i.e. 243:256).

The larger numbers are necessary when the scale is continued

to the Octave and the second Leinma appears. Theo Smyrnaeus

discusses the two series at pp. 67 - 69 Ed. Killer (Qe Mus . c.

14) See Boeckh. Kle ine Schriften iii . Ueber die Bildung der

Weltseele im Timaeos des Platon, p. 76, (158) fol.
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In chapter XVII we have another statement of the ratios

in which musical intervals s re found.

Plut. De Anim. Procr. XVII, 1020 F. fol.:

} < < r\- c )V J ^r ^ o- **j >- >~t^>- <J rtr~A at O-rt-u ,1

£ $T H (j <: U ePd X^-f A yA}f 3 <X^<^, J- /V-** <_

?-<- *





As was pointed out at p. 62 the stretching weights must be as

1:4 (= 1:2). to produce the inter-. Octave (1:2)

The pajs'ige continues as follows:

Plut. De. Anim. Procr. XVII, 1021 A.

f /
'

After showing that the Tone and its ratio are respective-

ly the difference of the Fifth and Fourth and of their ratios

and that the ratios in general may safely be regarded as repre-

sentatives of the intervals in al] operations, the chapter

sums up with a statement of the consonant interval ratios.

From the number of times this poinf is insisted upon, it

would seem that the author did not consider it quite out of the

. n of c ont ro ve rsy

.

Plut. De Anim. Procr. XVII, 1021 C:

r or < r i

tfs^AJir,^ Joy.,,- ^r , «<^ A /A /r /- , e- >«>
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In Chapter xxii of the Dialogue De Musica, Plutarch

shows how the Octave is divisible into two consonant interval

in two manners. The four numbers forming the Pythagorean

'h-rmony' (see p. ) are used to illustrate the point.

/
L2

9
7 '

' /

8 ott-

Plut. De Musics , xxii , 1138 E.

:

' >l





<J> " •V, Py, &^c^^ a^c^y c^e-^^fc >tJ}^ £=. ,^

<J •> ^^A^b >- O ?-? t<~*T r~t i7
<-f C-~t* ±< r^z ao->- t-^, ^ ^yr-_

c !
'

7

C ' , r ts f* < ' r >- <*r -^

ft 17 *< o-*~ i, a <c 'r <yo <x <-< c~ a ij

r r S y

V<< 6 >"°^/' /^ *
( / '

' // "* A ^ r
,

ss 6 S l*J ^ c '•=£ f-tS r f s( fcj i^ <^r. r

f*'' -^'
, ^^ >>-' -; -- ^/>^^^ t • ^ j. ^^ ^^

r^ y-K c K f~^- *ye,<. r-« d «- /Vat «<, • ^^ '^^ ' ^^ ^ =S^

7 o? ^--^ ^/t/w ^<^^ ^?^ ^ ^-^ f^ J^J JTt-t< «. ,^~l
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In the next chapter , xxiii , Aristotle's views on the

* ha rmony ' are se t foi -t h

.

Plut. De Mus. xxiii, 1139 C:

'/

^>- o/t^cj «j~-
^ ^uj^^i^^o^ *>• f <*>>- /-K^rv, -y-f ^AJ

'M* o^ /- a <^ i-^ , ^< *~° ry ,
>- * 5 <*>^^j- v

>" C-pCf

r7/
"

"<- j>
/y'^ 5 >-o v ^ *-»« >-»>- <5*C e>' *-"* ^ <^'<*t_> y/.r'./o «_

-*f
,.,<-.< f

^^- r~*7 v c>S^ /T*^^^ 'i/tyt^j /<*/. ^—«/ <T< |, ;

y-7 "
> ^ * , <- J-

(•-- v j /7 -<; /•* < .. ^ _

<//0C r o v ? 6*/ ^ / /, \ AJots or? k 7
-

s r * r

\ \ 7

^"J^ A' t ' > *^ I

o v </ i
-
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( at the end of the chapter) 1139 F.

' ' , ;
-, ; - r Wv ->., « " /-/ I

t ", J
7

" >
:

;•• ^ ^5 ^ * --V V - ' /-(<--; ' / ' -"

See also Plutarch, Gonviviales Disputationes, III., ix.

678 end: £ * x, ^ , / *7 ^' a-<=-ff ^ <s
f>

<*'*- A ^ -

» ;

X // >• ^ •V /r~i^<?~t*S U" y
yr~* ^ d C- t) S~< S-r^^Jt j^(U l^-

^ " < - *y ^ r~z
t ^~ o t'.Pxi- £ i- & ~

< i~y> i rtJ era- r < <n 7 * TrC * •

>7 / v cr p r \

/
i r- (

N /
77 <^ r/ e- T^cx , c) sot ^~j s<us >~ a--.x ^ ^ x- v / r / * -<y «_,- >-

^ f v/ ^ ^ / • >y ^ / ^ r / <^rj- a • c ^V <? ^^ 7 r -j /yr *- ^ ^ .^^ /r ^ /-

^ '/ :/
^ , V ^? ?/ 7~7 ^f ^ .

Ptolemy is, of course, a thorough believer in t tie ratios.

In explaining the Pythagorean doctrine ho sa

Ptol. Harmonics I., v., p. 10, Ed. Wall is:

/> <-- 7 x n A * .7 /d u r -\

«
J ° "

:
" " ' \ r

-
" "f ^' Y ' ^'S
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• <S- d /<^ t-e-fTUT1* P bJ'*' y^A d-£r <-

?-
f / r-^j

.

In chapter viii Ptolemy describes the Monoehord and gives

directions for its use in proving the interval ratios. If

the length of the string on one side of the movable bridge is

to that on the other as 4 to 3, the .sounds wil] make the con-

sonance of the Fourth; if as 3 to 2, the Fifth; if 33 2 to 1,

the Octave; if as 8 to 3, the Eleventh; if as 3 to 1, the

Twelfth; and if as 4 to 1 , the Double Octave.

These results, it is stated, will be very exact.

Ptol. harm. I., viii., p. 19, Ed. Wallis:

i " C~ ' , K (t-o^ t~& f .J ?-0-^ '<"£? < ) y
<f

t' C >-< OJ ^«, {

'

•

v
< ' ' <&( / A <£ r- t < < V t . •

^
/-* v ,

t
,

(/ Q c r i « o J

fl I r d





Ratios for four consonances, namely, the Fourth, Fifth,

Octave, and Twelfth, are Dionysius Musicus. See

Porphyrius ad Ptol. Harm. p. 219, Ed. Wallis. (Quoted by

Westphal Rhythmik and Harmonik (= R.u.&.Metrik I.) Supplement

p. 25.)

Iamblichus in his Life of Pythagoras describes the suppos-

ed visit of the philosopher to the smithy, where he first receiv-

ed the inspiration which led to the discovery of the ratios.

On returning home Pythagoras stretched four strings with

weights proportional to those which he had observed to sound

t he z ons o nan c e s .

( '^ .'.,(.;- a & <~}'f° " < r'rv- A -t s-t^s)* <, Zac^C-y - /, x- c c- .
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< c <rA r<<, J" >->.y
, c < ' cZ </ &/ A? * ' <y <a- ^ i

. -<r- I- i >- . « t *> -'/ /"- Aoy cy
, r- / • £u <r £/

// L- < /•>•

>\>y «4tj-^ .<,/'-*- ^ JJ~c. f
^P<. J

/ t( '( t
j &jce y ott r*i

cf " of / { )

'
1 S if J \ K I \
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The following di- useful in understanding the

passage

:

let (r < <i ( <* S

.W

a
n

u.*r -^ - r>{ ril

Sf

a
nX ^r-' tl </ •

f
L* ( IaUP ^ vA- (- / y

lr,

'I
'•ikjOr^., = v! if-3. r //

Bryennius Harmonica II. Sec. 1, p. 395, Ed. Wallis:

a <s co l
- a? *j-v /

v c f a / m

(- i <. / ir ^ K 7-{ a i-
-

I r v

<f / /r -A ^

Prom these passages it will be seen that among those

most competent to judge there was substantial unanimity in

the ancient world ir regard to the ratios on which trie Perfect

Consonances depend. There can be not the shadow of a doubt





that these intervals, called & (*. n < f <-^ v- . ,\

tt&r<~e- >
<Tt-ot i-t '

< j tots- , are in

the modern intervals oh the Octave, Perfect Fifth, and Perfect

Fourth. Even apart i'rorn the evidence of the mathematical

ratios, it would not ue verj hard to establish their identity.

Among other facts is that reported in the Aristotelian Problems

XIX, 34 and 41, that the double c, »

v
<* &- y tr-c-

the double S<^ -c- c^-* / ^ ^ are not consonant while

the double d~/ * er^-^cS^ is consonant (see p. 79, and cp.

Ptol. Harm. I., v., Ed. Wallis, p. 11 middle). But with the

help of the r tios the proof is perfect. All three oJ these

consonant intervals are bounded on both sides by discords.

If the Octave is made a little too small or- : little too large,

resultant discord becomes very painful, end the same holds

true si h slightly diminished force in the case of the Fifth

and the Fourth. There is to be sure in modern music an inte r-

tfhieh approaches the Fourth in point of size, called the

Septimal Fourth or Subfourth, whose ratio is 16:21 ( it is the

interval between the tonic or key-note and the dominant Seventh

of the key, as G - F in G Maj or)_an interval which differs

from a true Fourth (3:4) by the sma I distance expressed by

ratio 63:64, equal approximately to the fourth of a 'just'





Semitone (15:16); but this interval, while frequently used in

melody, rarely if ever appears as a member of a chord - that i:;

to say, the notes composing it may occur succ esdi ve ly , but

not simultaneously, and the ancient consonances were un-

doubtedly tuned by simultaneously sounding the notes. See

1.

. De An. Proc. 1021 B.

Since, I ese intervals are bounded by the harshest

of dissonances (harsher intervals are only to "be found among

very small . intervals of the size of a semitone and less, which

are the intervals next adjacent to Unison), it. is inconceiv-

ible that any other intervals can be meant by the terms < < *

n aL cr i^-r v- d ( a i •

c<~~ '<- d ( tx. e-r- <r /~ j, , <^ v-

or 1 t any other intervals wou ;iven such ratios, un-

lesK they were intervals to which the term <j~~ *- cp <*J *- & c

would have been inapplicable.

If, now, it may be stated as certain that the true inter-

val ratios of the consonances were discovered by the ancients,

1. The passage quoted at p. 103 {1021 A) continues as follows:

1021 B:

3 v C 1 < \

GoCV d C- c<js <^i^f <.-<*. ft &f <s« r~^j >'' /// r*L C- r^'L- P*y <*> J
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it follows that the whole .method of measuring intervals by

means of 1 r '.;ios may be regarded as firmly established

for purposes of investigating the nature of ancient music.

The condition of affairs may be stated somewhat as fol-

lows: There are certain intervals in music of sue charac-

'

• • they oduce a well defined and easily recognized pleas-

nt on physical and physiological causes,

which we assume of course to have remained unaltered through

the ages. These intervals, if even slightly mistuned, are

changed into intervals more discordant than any of the more

usua 1 int erva 1 s fo and i n mus i c .

Nov/ it was discovered by the ancients that certain mathe-

:

:,:
j

i ratios were always associated ril ; tese intervals

and it was also observed that, -lese ratios were arranged

on stretched strings and in other ways, the instrument always

out the expected consonances. Small errors of observation

undoubtedly existed. But it is possible to admit the existence
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1.

of inaccuracies and still to maintain that the value of the

method is not in aired. The errors cannot have been very

large. Tor the ancients cert' inly dealt .. i intervals so

small as sixtieths of a Fou •'

Lch would be less than one-

thirteenth of a just semitone. (Fee p.5"S ).

If, then, it, was possible for the ancients to attain a

certain de<ree of accuracy in measuring three or four inter-

vals whose character is such th: t their size is rigid ly fixed

and easily identified, we may safely affirm that other inter-

vals, although less easy to tune correctly, must have been

measured with the same accuracy, when tuned, and any variations

in the measurements greater than those which may be attributed

1. A.J.Ellis, in his translation of Helmholtiz's Sensations

of Tone, expresses the belief that the results obtained from

the "lonochord by the Greek mathematicians were "happy general-

izations from necessarily imperfect instruments." Helmholtz-

Ellis, Sensations of Tone, 2nd Eng. Ed. London, 1865, p. 15,

note .
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to the imperfections of the measuring instrument must be the

result of variations in the tuning. If it is reported by an

ancient authority that a certain interval has a size denoted

by a certain ratio, and the interval beloi i lg to this ratio

is produced mechanically by the best means at our command,

" be sure that we have reproduced the interval intended

by the ancient musician, or that it differs from the correct

interval by a small amount probably inappreciable. If the

authorities differ materially as to size of the ratio which

they assign to the interval between two given notes, it must

be taken as evidence that the size of t h e interval was sub-

ject arii tion, a state of ci'i'airs not unusual in homophonic

ire melodic music. But it must not be used argu-

ment * t the v, iole matter or int • "

:- ' sed

on misapprehensions. The strangeness to our ears of any intee

val cannot condemn it. There are many instances in the music

of existing non-European races or intervals thai sound discor-

to our ears.

It is for this reason that the consonant intervals alone

wit a few of t ;-? dissonant intervals, like the Tone an3 Leimna,

ra the consonances by simple subtraction, have been

s. The consonances, because they are





things or magnitudes, furnish the best means of testing

methods o irement. The chief interest in the di ssi

intervals must lie in their place and function in the for-

mation of scales, real and theoretical. The important and

wide- reaching question of the Division of the Tetrachord, or

the manner in which the two Fourths, which wit!: a Tone compose

almost every Octave scale, are divided, is omitted, being

more germane to a study of the scales than of the intervals,

as intervals.

The wonderfu ly large number of dissonant intervals

claimed for Greek music by contemporary Greek musicians must

existed, and all attempts to translate

the ancient notation into modern notation must take this fact

into account. Our keyed instruments allow only thirteen

notes to the Octave at Semitone distances. Only when I

Greek notes h I o have pitches which can be represented

satisfactorily ( it rarely happens that they can he rep re -

ted accurately) by the notes of our key-board, is it pos-

sible to suppose that tfe r 'esentation of any

given piece o • nusie. In other cases ./e must be satis-

fied to sonc] 'eek music included elements foreign

to our feel ing .





It would not ' irpr if future discoveries

ould show that the Greeks were much more keenly

alive to mere differences of pitch 4 3rn lovers of

music. Trained •: s we are to ' tions o tem-

pered instruments, we n table ( and it is even undesirable

re should try) to feel the deviations from the ideal

intonation. In ancient Greek music, vu • elody reigned su-

preme with Rhythm, there was abundant opportunity to use

freely the pitch materia, at hand, and the evidence "'II tends

to show that the opportunity was improved. But the modern

world id richly compensated for any loss occasioned by our

tier use of pitch by the wonderful possibilities opened

up by the very cause of our indifference to perfect tuning,

name 1 y , our S imul t aneous Ha rmony

.
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